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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation describes a system that constructs efficient, retargetable code generators 

and optimizers. chop reads nonprocedural descriptions of a computer's instruction set 

and of a naive code generator for the computer, and it writes an integrated code generator 

and peephole optimizer for it. The resulting code generators are very efficient because 

they interpret no tables; they are completely hard-coded. Nor do they build complex 

data structures to communicate between code generation and optimization phases. Inter

phase communication is reduced to the point that the code generator's output is often 

encoded in the program counter and conveyed to the optimizer by jumping to the right 

label. 

chop's code generator and optimizer are based on a very simple formalism, namely 

rewriting rules .. An instrumented version of the compiler infers the optimization rules 

as it compiles a training suite, and it records them for translation into hard code and 

inclusion into the production version. 

I have replaced the Portable C Compiler's code generator with one generated by chop. 

Despite a costly interface, the resulting compiler runs 30% to 50% faster than the original 

Portable C Compiler (pcc) and generates comparable code. This figure is diluted by com

mon lexical analysis, parsing, and semantic analysis and by comparable code emission. 

Allowing for these, the new code generator appears to run apprOXimately seven times 

faster than that of the original pcc. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

A compiler (or a language translator) performs two operations: analysis and synthesis. 

The analysis phase determines the meaning of the source text, and the synthesis phase 

creates an equivalent program in a different language. 

In computer science, one must understand a task in order to automate it, and automating 

it helps one understand it. In the case of compilers, automatic generation of language 

translation tools requires and facilitates understanding of language translation. Syntactic 

analysis in particular is well understood, has a sizeable formal literature, and is routinely 

done automatically by programs such as yacc and lex. Semantic analysis is more prob

lematic. Semantic analyzers have been built using attribute grammars [Wait84] [Kosk84] 

and denotational semantics [Pleb84]. 

A great deal of work has been done on the synthesis phase as well. A number of tech

niques have been developed, but the compiling community has not yet settled on a 

technique of choice for the automated construction of code generators. This disserta

tion describes an approach to the synthesis phase of compilation. In our system, called 

chop, code generation and peephole optimization are expressed in a common formalism, 

namely rules that rewrite dags (directed acyclic graphs). A rule compiler reads these 

rules plus a machine description for the target machine and writes a code generator for 

the machine. The code generator performs code generation and optimization concur

rently, efficiently editing a dag that represents the input intermediate code into one that 
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represents the final assembly language. 

The optimization rules themselves are inferred by a ''learning version" of the system 

as it compiles a training suite of C programs. The field of artificial intelligence provides 

analogies. For example, the RI-Soar system [Rose85] gradually builds specific knowledge 

through application of general methods: 

''Efficiency can be achieved by adding knowledge to the system that aids in the 
application of difficult operators and guides the system through combinatorially 
difficult searches. Expertise knowledge corresponds to this non-base knowledge. 
With little expertise knowledge, Soar is a domain-independent problem solver; 
with much expertise knowledge, Soar is a knowledge-intensive system. The 
efficient processing due to expertise knowledge replaces costly problem-solving 
with base knowledge when possible." 

chop currently uses just one general method to do its optimizations: textual substitution 

and simplification. Certainly other, more expensive code optimization methods such as 

dynamic programming [Appe87] or even exhaustive enumeration [Mass87] can be used 

in a system like chop to combine almost the same quality code as these systems with 

very efficient compilation. 

It's important to note that chop works because it captures the knowledge needed to 

generate and optimize code in a single formalism of stark Simplicity. Because rules are 

simple, discovering them is Simple. Because the same formalism is used for both code 

generation and optimization, combining both functions into one system is easy. The 

use of multiple formalisms would have multiplied the difficulty of compiling rules and 

confounded the concurrency of their application. 

1.1 Previous Work 

The first approaches to building retargetable compilers revolved around attempts to build 

a comprehensive intermediate code. UNCOL [Stee61] was intended to be an intermediate 
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language suitable for all programming languages and all machines. An all-encompassing 

intermediate language proved to be beyond reach. One reason is that there are subtle 

differences between seemingly equivalent operators in different languages. For example, 

PL/I supplies automatic detection of overflow on integer addition. C does not, so if the 

two compilers are to generate the same intermediate code language, the C compiler must 

arrange to disable overflow ,checks. So the intermediate language gets more complex as 

., more languages are supported. Front ends get more complex in order to generate the 

more complex intermediate language, and code generators get more complex in order 

to process it. Modem intermediate codes are usually specialized for a particular source 

language or a group of similar ones. 

The intermediate code itself is typically on the level of assembly code for an abstract 

machine [Newe7.2]. This approach has been used to port and retarget compilers for 

BCPL [Rich71], SNOBOL [Gris72], BASIC [Dart70], and Pascal [Nori81]. If the compiler 

itself is written in the language compiled, it can be ported by means of an interpreter for 

the abstract machine on the target machine. This moves the entire porting effort onto the 

target machine very early in the process, which is usually important for logistic reasons. 

The programmer can then complete the compiler port and retarget by writing a translator 

(a code generator) from abstract machine code into target code. Often the programmer 

writes a simple macro implementation first and follows later with a more sophisticated 

translator. 

Having decided to use an intermediate code, the next question facing a compiler im

plementor is whether to use a simple one (a RISC intermediate code) or a complex one 

(CISC). CISC intermediate codes have some apparent advantages. Sequences of simple in

termediate code operations can be "peephole" optimized into shorter sequences of more 

complex operations. This can be done independently of the target machine [Tane82]. 
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The intermediate code can usually be translated easily onto the target machine. Often 

the translation takes a single intermediate code operation to a single machine instruction. 

However, some of the advantages of CISC intermediate codes are only apparent. Because 

the final cost in machine cycles of each intermediate code operation is not available, some 

optimizations have unknown value. For example, the intermediate code optimizer de

scribed by Tanenbaum [Tane82] replaces an addition by two with a pair of increment 

instructions, but the value of this edit (or even the value's sign) is not known to the op

timizer. Translating the intermediate code into assembler language can introduce ineffi

ciencies or expose inefficiencies that were not apparent in the intermediate code. These 

inefficiencies are of a type that could be corrected by peephole optimization. Tannen

baum's compiler [Tane86], for example, optimizes the generated code after optimizing 

the intermediate code. In the presence of a modem description-driven peephole opti

mizer, it is unnecessary for the compiler to be optimizing the intermediate code also. 

chop uses a RISC intermediate code .. Although its assembly-code code generator and 

optimizer are necessarily machine-dependent, they are automatically generated, so that 

new ones can be produced easily. 

In the field of code generator generators there are several survey works that merit first 

mention. These provide an excellent overview and extensive bibliographies. Lunell 

writes from the perspective of a science historian and methodologist with a very good 

understanding of the field. His dissertation [Lune83] describes many of the classic retar

getable code generation systems and discusses with insight their relative strengths and 

weaknesses. Ganapathi, Fischer and Hennesey [Gana82] survey retargetable code gen

eration with attention paid to some of the older methods as well as the authors' own 

research, which is based on attribute grammars [Knut68]. Meijer and Niholt [Meij82] 

survey the entire field of automatically generated translation tools. Several textbooks 
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[Ah086a] [Fish88] [Wait84] have good coverage of the field and excellent bibliographies. 

Cattel's PhD dissertation [Catt78] describes a table-driven retargetable code generator. 

Using his system, a programmer describes the machine's instructions as expression trees 

in a language called TCOL (Tree-Oriented Common Language). The front end translates 

the input language into the same format. The code generator then begins by covering the 

input tree with a tree representing an instruction. An instruction's tree covers the input 

tree if all internal nodes of the instruction tree match internal nodes of the input tree, 

so that the instruction performs some of the highest computations in the input tree, but 

possibly on different operands. The covering instruction is stored in a buffer (it will be 

output last). Mismatches at the leaves cause new trees, representing subproblems, to be 

created and covered. A good "greedy" heuristic for generating code is the "Maximal 

Munch Method", which tries to cover with large instructions before small ones. 

The PQCC (''Production Quality Compiler-Compiler") project at Carnegie-Mellon was 

an ambitious attempt to build highly retargetable compilers automatically. It used the 

highly-optimized but machine-specific Bliss-11 [Wu1f75] compiler as a starting point and 

parameterized it with respect to the target machine. Cattell [Catt78] supplied a gen

eral algorithm for retargetable code generation. Software was written to generate all 

of the tables that the compiler used from a machine description. In particular, a PQC 

(production quality compiler) generates code using code selection tables. These tables 

give pre-computed code sequences for each different operator and for combinations of 

input operand types and storage locations, as well as selected "special" values of in

put operands (such as 0 and 1). Code selection tables are computed at compile-compile 

time. The SELECT routine picks a set of program subtrees to generate patterns for. This 

set includes at least one tree for every operator in the language (and presumably every 

combination of input operand type and storage location). SELECT also examines the 
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machine description and adds trees that it suspects will have efficient special-case im

plementations. A PQC allocates registers with a dynamic programming algorithm that 

enumerates possible operand locations and accumulates the cost of the associated code 

sequences. If SELECT falls down on the job and doesn't consider the particular combina

tion of operand locations and literal input values that gives the best code, inferior code 

will result. Peephole optimization could be used in this case to improve the code, and in 

. fact a PQC includes a peephole optimizer. 

Fraser's PhD dissertation [Fras77] describes an expert system that is specialized for gen

erating code. Bits of knowledge encoded as rules co-operate to turn intermediate code 

into assembly code. The rules are written in Lisp and are not automatically generated, 

but they are machine-independent because they are driven by a tabular description of 

the target. After two or three machines have been described, retargeting to another is 

just a matter of writing rules to cope with novel features of the new architecture. Since 

most computer architectures are fairly similar, one quickly accumulates rules to handle 

common features. 

Graham-Glanville code generation [Glan7B] [Glan7Ba] involves writing a grammar to 

parse expressions in the intermediate code language. Productions in the grammar cor

respond to instructions on the target machine. When the parser takes a reduction step, 

it emits the machine instruction corresponding to the production, and it replaces the 

sub expression computed by the instruction with a nonterminal corresponding to the lo

cation of the instruction's result. Each reduction action simplifies the expression, hence 

termination is guaranteed, and indeed correctness can also be proved. Henry [HenB4] 

improved the technique in several ways, especially in the packing of code tables¥ overall 

engineering, and the use of syntactic deScriptions of range and binding constraints in

stead of semantic, directly coded constraints. The technique has been further developed 
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in ongoing work by Graham, Henry and others [Aigr84]. 

Graham-Glanville code generators have been used successfully in commercial settings. 

[Spec87]. Often dynamic programming is used to disambiguate the grammar [Chri84]. 

The Graham-Glanville technique usually benefits from the use of a peephole optimizer. 

Spector and Turner [Spec87] describe experience with the Graham-Glanville technique 

and engineering needed for its use in an industrial-quality, multi-language, multi-target 

compiler system. Their system uses dynamic programming to optimize instruction se

lection, as well as a separate peephole optimizer. 

Penello [Pene86] has described a technique for replacing an LR parsing table and its in

terpreter with eqUivalent optimized assembly code. Such a technique could be applied to 

the parser used in Graham-Glanville code generation. In the absence of performance re

sults, not much can be said about the relative performance of chop and such an approach. 

If the system required a separate peephole optimizer, it would need code equivalent to 

chop as a subcomponent. 

Aho, Ganapathi, Tjiang, and Appel have described code generation techniques using 

dynamiC programming and tree matching [Ah086] [Appe87]. This technique allows for 

very concise machine deScription. It accommodates factored machine descriptions with 

no difficulty, and emits essentially optimal code when the input is a tree, but it does not 

handle dags. 

Attribute grammars are a natural extension to the context-free grammars used in Graham

Glanville code generators. Ganapathi [GanaBO) describes the use of attribute grammars 

to solve problems that are difficult to handle using context-free methods, such as instruc

tions with multiple effects. 
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Pelegri-Uopart and Gra.ham [Uop88] describe a new technique that generates locally 

optimal code for trees and runs faster than the Graham-Glanville technique. Their system 

is based on bottom-up tree rewriting, as is chop.1 Subtrees are rewritten as registers and 

the associated instruction that sets the register is emitted by a semantic action routine. 

The system generates tables that specify the sequence of semantic routines to call while 

reducing an input expression tree to a register (which amounts to evaluating the input 

expression). This system does not currently handle dags. 

Davidson [Davi81] describes a retargetable peephole optimizer for use in code generation 

and peephole optimization. His system, called po, builds on the observation that naive 

code generators are much easier to write than good ones.2 To build a compiler using 

po, one writes a naive code generator by hand and uses it with a peephole optimizer 

built automatically from a formal description of the target machine. The philosophy is 

to separate functions when possible; the peephole optimizer does case analysis (which it 

must do anyway), and the code generator understands the intermediate code and a bare 

minimum of the machine architecture. 

po requires that the code generator emit its machine instructions as register transfers 

written in an ISP-like [Be1l71] notation. po reads the register transfers emitted by the 

naive code generator. It symbolically combines every pair of adjacent instructions to 

learn their combined effect. It then looks up the effect in the machine description, to 

learn if the combined effect can be implemented with a single machine instruction. If 

so, it replaces the pair with the register transfer that describes the single instruction, and 

repeats the process until no pair of adjacent instructions can be combined. 

1 chop actually rewrites dags. 
2 And easier to retarget. The Simplest instructions available on machine x are the most likely 

ones to have direct analogs on machine y. 
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The first versions of po were written in Lisp and Snobol and were slow. Davidson's 

dissertation describes a faster implementation of po in the C language. The technology 

developed in po has been used in several commercial systems, including a compiler for 

Ada. The the highly-regarded GNU C compiler [StaI88] uses a list-based recoding of 

po. In order further to speed up code generation, Fraser and Davidson later developed 

a system called hop [Davi84] that generalizes the optimizations discovered by po and 

enters the generalized versions into a hash table. Searching this table is much faster than 

symbolic simulation. A compiler that includes both po and hop enjoys the advantages of 

both systems: it can usually find an optimization in the hash table (giving speed) and can 

fall back on po when necessary (giving complete peephole optimization). A disadvantage 

of hop is that pairs of instructions that fail to combine must be entered in the table as 

"failure rules", to avoid repeated simulation of non-optimizable pairs. 

Robert Kessler describes an automatically generated code generation system [Kess81]. 

His system analyzes an architecture at compile-compile time and generates a code gener

ator and a table of optimization rules. The code generator has severa! different sequences 

of assembly code that it can use for each virtual machine instruction. Which sequence 

it selects depends upon which machine registers are available. The different code se

quences are developed at compile-compile time. The sequences are selected at compile 

time, using an expensive search (A* tree-search [NilsSO]). Since the search is applied to 

sequences of code rather than to single instructions, it may not actually be a performance 

bottleneck. The generated code is then processed by a peephole optimizer called peep 

[Kess84a]. peep is based upon po, but does some of the work at compile-compile time. 

By simulating the combined effect of every pair of instructions on the target machine, it 

discovers all possible optimizations and encodes them as rules. The compiler-compiler 

exploits factOring in the machine description to enumerate all possible pairs quickly. Be

cause the compiler itself does lots of pattern matching, the rules are compiled into Lisp. 
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Peter Kessler [Kess84] describes an automatically-generated peephole optimizer that fits 

into a framework outlined by Giegerich [Gieg83]. His system works from a machine 

description and finds optimization rules by decomposing the machine's complex instruc

tions into sequences of its simple ones. Because it works from the machine description, 

his system finds all of the optimizations possible for a particular machine and a particu

lar set of "algebraic equivalence axioms". The disadva.ntage is that the compiler may be 

larger in order to include rules that are rarely if ever used. Chapter 4 describes the use 

that chop makes of instruction decomposition as developed by Peter Kessler. Kessler'S 

machine deSCriptions are very long (6800 lines for the VAX, 5600 for the MC68000), but 

could no doubt be automatically generated themselves from more factored descriptions. 

1.2 Current Work 

This dissertation describes a system called chop that builds on hop and performs code 

generation and peephole optimization concurrently and efficiently. chop reads nonpro

cedural descriptions of a computer's instruction set and of a naive code generator for 

the computer, and it writes an integrated code generator and peephole optimizer for the 

computer. The system generates two versions of the compiler. A learning version incor

porates a symbolic Simplifier similar to that of po. It compiles a corpus of programs (the 

"training set") and writes a file of inferred optimization rules. The rules are then added 

to the code generation rules and processed by the rule compiler to produce a production 

code generator. Rules are compiled into C code, so they execute fast. Inter-phase com

munication is reduced to the point that the code generator's output is often conveyed to 

the optimizer by encoding in the compiler's program counter. 

chop introduces the following features to the technology of code-generation: 
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• Code generation and peephole optimization are described with a single common 

fonnalism, namely dag rewrite rules. 

• Code generation and peephole optimization are closely integrated. Code that has 

been generated is often implicit in the flow of control, so it need not be instantiated 

as data. 

• The generated code generator and peephole optimizer do not interpret tables; they are 

completely hard-coded. This makes them fast. On the Motorola 68020, for example, 

one compilation took less than 50% of the time that two standard Unix compilers 

took, and it generated better code. This performance improvement figure is diluted 

by common lexing, parsing, and code emitting activity. The compiler handles all of C 

except doubles, structure assignments, and bit fields, and it is safe to say that adding 

these features would not slow the compiler down by a factor of two. 

• chop handles dags well. Its optimizer tests the use counts of subexpressions when 

deciding what optimizations to perform, and it updates those use counts as it opti

mizes. 

• chop uses both instruction composition (like po) and decomposition (like Peter 

Kessler'S work). The combination of both techniques is more powerful than either 

alone, for it can tum an inefficient pair of instructions into a better pair. 

None of the previous systems described generate a hard-coded, integrated code generator 

and peephole optimizer. Some of them cannot handle dags at all, and few allow use 

counts to advise the course of optimization. 

The rest of this dissertation describes chop's behavior and implementation. Chapter 2 

gives an overall view of the system and describes the interface between the front end of a 
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generated compiler and the code generator. Chapter 3 tells how the machine instruction 

repertoire is described. Chapter 4 describes how chop learns new optimizations and 

converts them into rewriting rules. Chapter 5 describes how rules are turned into C 

code. Chapter 6 describes the targeting register allocator. Chapter 7 concludes with 

performance data and suggestions for future research. 
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CHAPTER 2 

OVERVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the overall organization of chop and the interface between the 

front end of a compiler and the code generator. The term chop refers both to the system 

as a whole or to a generated code generator, unless the generic term would be ambiguous. 

Figure 2.1 illustrates the building and execution of the two versions of chop. 

The column of boxes beginning with "source code" shows the dataflow through both ver

sions. The two versions have common parsing, semantic analysis, register allocation, and 

code emission, but their code generators and optimizers differ. Conventional parsing and 

semantic analysis process source code into an intermediate form. Dataflow through the 

first "learning" version of the compiler then takes the left fork, while dataflow through 

the production version takes the right. The learning version (called chopO) contains a 

hard-coded code generator, which is produced by processing hand-written code gener

ation rules. It also contains a general symbolic optimizer, which is driven by a hand

written description of the target machine. The learning compiler is used to compile a 

training suite of C code. While optimizing the resulting assembly code, the symbolic 

optimizer expresses the optimizations that it discovers as rules, and writes them to a file. 

Finally, the original code generation rules and the new optimization rules are combined 

and processed by the rule compiler cchop to produce a production code generator and 

optimizer, called chop1. chop1 cannot learn new rules, but it can apply the rules that it 
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knows very efficiently, because it is the rules that it knows. The rules have been turned 

into C code and are not searched or interpreted; they are executed directly. The average 

rule contains about 8 lines of C code. 

2.2 Representation 

chop operates on intermediate code delivered by the front end of the compiler, turning 

it first into naive and then into optimized assembly code. To find more optimizations, 

chop represents the dataflow adjacency of expressions instead of their textual adjacency. 

Therefore both intermediate and assembly expressions are represented by "abstract syn

tax dags" (Fig. 2.2). 

store-int 

global-int 

"i" "1" 

Fig. 2.2. Intermediate code dag for "i++". 
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chop uses two-character abbreviations for intermediate opcodes; this account uses an 

expanded form. The internal nodes of the dag are assembly instructions or intermediate 

code operators. The leaves are the names of constants, variables, and registers. An 

internal node that holds an intermediate opcode is thereby an intermediate node, and one 

that holds an assembly instruction is an assembly node. The arrows connecting boxes in 

Fig. 2.2 represent temporary locations that hold the value developed by the subexpression 

and communicate it to the parent expression. This dissertation calls these anonymous 

temporary locations "registers", although actually any anonymous temporary location 

can be used, e.g. a location in the stack frame. Updates to named, persistent locations 

are described differently, using the "store" intermediate code operation. 

chop generates code by performing local rewrites on the intermediate code dag. In Fig. 

2.2, for example, chop first rewrites the node labelled g1oba1-int to the equivalent 

MC68020 assembly code mov1 *_%1: 1, d%O (the %i denote pattern variables, explained 

below). These rewrites are specified by hand-written code generation rules; the MC68020 

requires 72 such rules to specify code generation for all of C except floating point and 

bit fields. chop optimizes the generated code by local rewrites. For example, one op

timization combines the node labelled rnoveq in Fig. 2.3 with its parent, removing the 

node labelled rnoveq from the dag and overwriting the add1 d%l, d%O opcode with an 

opcode that represents the instruction add1 *%1, d%O. 

The compiler edits the input intermediate code dag into an optimized assembly code dag 

(Fig. 2.4). The interior nodes of the final dag generally reference the same leaves as the 

input dag, and since every change is a local rewrite, some of the input dag's structure 

may be reflected in the final dag. In an assembly code dag, an instruction node is the 

parent of another if the first uses a register result developed by the second. chop can 

accept dags to accommodate language features that implicitly reuse values, but if the 
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"i" "1" 

Fig. 2.3. Partially-optimized code dag (MC68020). 

langtlage has no such features the front end may confine itself to trees. chop may itself 

create general dags as it eliminates common sub expressions. 

chop produces textual assembly code output, suitable for input to an assembler. To 

integrate code generation and optimization without a costly change of representation, 

chop uses a common representation for both intermediate opcodes and assembly in

structions. Assembly code is text, so intermediate opcodes are also represented as 

text. To avoid creating new strings at compile time, chop abstracts the instruction's 

operands (constants, identifiers, and register names) out of its text. For example, the 

VAX instructionmoval v (r6) [r7] ,r8 is represented with the skeleton or pattern moval 

% 3 (r % 1) [r % 2] , r % 0 plus bindings for the pattern variables %i. 
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addql #%1,%2 

"1" "i" 

Fig. 2.4. MC68020 assembly code dag for "i++". 

The production compiler chop1 has a constant table of assembler and intermediate skele

ton texts. The table contains the instruction skeletons and intermediate code skeletons 

from all rules, so chop1 never has to add new ones at compile time. The opcode of an 

instruction or intermediate node is just the number of its entry in the table of skeletons. 

In addition to an opcode, each dag node contains a vector of pointers, indexed by pat

tern variable number. If the pattern variable denotes an input register to the instruction, 

the pointer points to the node that develops the register's value. Otherwise it points to 

a leaf, which is a string containing the name of an identifier, constant value, or result 

register name. 1 Vector entries are thus C "unions" of internal node pointers and leaf 

pointers. Each different operation code uses the vector entries in fixed ways, so no am

biguity results. The following rules govern the numbering of operands in an instruction 

skeleton: If the instruction has a result register, the operand holding its name is always 

%0. The number of the first input register is %1 unless the instruction's result register is 

also an input. For example, normally an instruction with two input registers will use % 1 

and %2. If, however, the instruction reads its result register, so that the result register is 

1 The compiler assigns register names after optimization. 
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also an input, the instruction will use operands %0 and %1. After the register operands, 

which point to the roots of subdags, come operands representing constants and identifier 

names. For example, the VAX instruction add12 $ % 1, r% 0 uses vector entry 0 as a node 

pointer and vector entry 1 as a leaf pointer. The text contained in a leaf node is installed 

in a hash table, and each unique string is stored once. Leaves therefore have the character 

of Lisp "atoms"; two leaves can be compared for equality by comparing pointers. 

Each node in the dag contains a use count, because some optimization decisions depend 

upon the number of uses of a common sub expression. If the rule compiler generates code 

that will eliminate a reference to some node or add a new one, it also generates code to 

decrement or increment that node's use count. 2 Nodes are not garbage-collected; the 

compiler allocates new nodes out of a vector. It returns the entire vector of nodes at 

expression boundaries by resetting a counter. Storage management is simple and fast: 

the VAX executes two instructions to allocate a new node. 

2.3 Assumptions and limitations 

chop uses a model of computation that is general enough to include most computers in 

use today, but not all of them. The model assumes that the computer has instructions and 

memory locations, that memory locations can always be addressed, and that the names of 

memory locations don't change. Stack-based architectures violate these assumptions, be

cause typically only the top few elements of the stack can be addressed, and only relative 

to the top of the stack. The machine description does not typically describe instructions 

and data down to the bit level. For example, the condition code register is typically 

assumed to contain symbolic values, and their precise bit encodings are not specified. 

Similarly, the machine deSCription does not describe the bit representation of integers or 

2 The rule compiler actually accumulates the effects of all reference creation and destruction 
in an optimization and generates one use count update for each node affected. 
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floating point numbers, nor the algorithms that the hardware uses to divide two num

bers or to add them. These algorithms are not usually described by the manufacturer, 

and are too complex for analysis with current "program-understanding" systems. Some 

important properties that the machine preserves must therefore be supplied separately. 

For example, on most machines addition operations can be safely narrowed to the bit

width of the result field, but division must be carried out at the specified width. If the 

language semantics allow commuting of operands, that information too must be supplied 

separately. 

The model assumes that instructions compute a single "important" result. Therefore, 

instruction side-effects are ignored. chop does not currently record when an instruction 

sets a condition code as a side effect, or if an instruction increments a register as part of 

an addressing mode. On common machines, this assumption doesn't matter too much. 

Many such optimizations could be performed "opportunistically", by processing the op

timized assembly code in textual order. For example, if chop emits an instruction that 

sets the condition code as a side effect, followed by a test instruction whose only pur

pose is to set the condition code, the second instruction can be deleted. More complex 

machines present different problems. If the instruction word is segmented into different 

parts, which can specify several different computations in parallel, it is not enough to just 

pack together adjacent instructions. In this case, the reordering of instructions subject to 

dataflow dependencies and packing .them into instruction words becomes an important 

and difficult problem. These problems belong to the field of automatic microprogram

ming [Dasg80] [LandBO]. 

chop optimizes an expression by rewriting the dataflow dag representing the expres

sion. This technique is good at assembling complex instructions from simple ones, and 

at breaking complex instructions apart into Simpler ones. Because chop does not repre-
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sent the textual (execution) order of instructions, it does not perform optimizations that 

depend on this order. For example, chop cannot schedule instructions to optimize use of 

pipelines. Nor can it remove the redundant clrl in the Vax sequence: 
tstl rO 
jne L10 
clrl rO 

because it has no information about adjacency between the jne and clrl instructions. 

Despite these assumptions, chop generates very good code. Any code generation tech

nique that relies on a single formal method of optimization will have limitations. The 

limitations of chop are not more severe than those of other similar methods, and are less 

severe than some. Since chop is faster than other techniques, it leaves more time for other 

techniques to improve the code further. 

2.4 Front End 

The front end of a generated compiler is adapted from that of the Portable C Compiler 

[John77]. The front end reads and parses the input program. It does semantic analysis 

and some constant folding, and builds a tree of intermediate code for each expression. 

Then, in a post-order traversal, it converts these structures into a dag of intermediate 

code in the format used by the code generator. 

chop converts data structures to avoid having to change the front end to generate the 

structures that it uses. There are three main differences between the two formats that 

would have to be reconciled to eliminate this conversion step. First, pcc and chop use 

different opcode numbers to represent the same operation. chop represents the type of 

an operation within the operation (i.e. add-double), whereas pcc does not. Second, 

pcc represents augmented assignment operators (i.e. +=) whereas chop does not; it uses 

a dag with nodes representing addition and assignment. Third, pcc represents logical 
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operators (& &, I I, and !). These operators are expressed in terms of more primitive 

conditional jumps for chop. 

Very few changes have been made to the front end. Ultimately, the data structures that 

the front end builds could be made to conform with those used by the back end. This 

would eliminate the need to rebuild expression dags at the interface between the front 

end and the code generator. Conversion takes about six percent of the total compile time. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SPECIFICATIONS 

To target chop to a new machine, a programmer prepares two documents. The machine 

description, or MO, describes the target machine's instruction set. On the MC68020, this 

document contains about 200 lines of definitions. Also, code generation rules are written 

to describe a simple code generator for the target machine. About 72 rules are required 

for the MC68020. This chapter describes the format of these two specifications. It can be 

safely skipped if you are not concerned with these details. 

3.1 Machine Description 

The MD is a bidirectional translation grammar that specifies the translation between the 

syntax of register transfer skeletons and that of assembly code skeletons. Formally, such 

a grammar consists of two grammars sharing the same nonterminals and start symbol. 

Moreover, the productions in the two grammars are related by a function that maps from 

assembly code productions to register transfer productions. Grammar M taken alone de

scribes the assembly language of the target, and grammar R describes the corresponding 

register transfer language. Each production A -. a in M, where A is a nonterminal and 

a a string of terminals and nonterminals, corresponds to a production A -. J3 in R, and 

the right-hand sides a and J3 contain the same nonterminals, but pOSSibly in a different 

order and with different surrounding terminals. In the combined grammar, derivations 

are defined over M and R in parallel, giving two languages, parallel derivation trees, and 

a functional mapping from assembly code skeletons to register transfer skeletons. 
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In addition to the formal grammar components, the MD supplies a cost for each produc

tion. The cost of a derivation is the sum of the costs of all the productions used in the 

derivation. Costs can be assigned arbitrarily; currently the machine description is first 

run through a macro processor that replaces strings of the form cost (space,time) 

with the evaluated expression (space+time), and it is the macro calls which actually 

appear in the MD. 

The MD also associates the name of a semantic action with each rule. These actions are 

used to perform type checks during instruction recognition. 

A distinguished symbol (term) in the MD grammar matches pattern variable strings 

(%i). Strings in ex and ~ other than previously-defined nonterminals and term represent 

themselves. The context-free formalism is extended to allow the programmer to define 

nonterminals with range constraints. The range directive introduces a nonterminal that 

derives term directly and constrains the compile-time value of the operand matched by 

term: 

%range d8 -128 127; 

On the MC68020 [Mot085] [Sun85], for example, the moveq instruction can load a one-

byte constant from an immediate address. The range declaration above defines d8 as 

a nonterminal that derives term and whose numeric value lies between -128 and 127, 

and therefore the generated compiler will contain a test of this range, whose purpose 

is to decide if the moveq instruction is appropriate. Range constraints can also help to 

develop accurate costs for instructions. For example, many machines use one byte to 

hold address displacements that will fit in one byte. Therefore the cost of an instruction 

can depend upon the actual value in the displacement field at compile time. 

A processor translates the machine description into a recursive-descent parser, written in 

C. The parser translates between assembly code and register transfers. Given one form, 
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it returns a list of possible translations, together with their costs and constraints. 

inst is the start symbol of the grammar; it represents a machine instruction. These four 

rules define those instructions on the MC68020 that can load constants: 
inst = "mov%t %ea,%aea", move(ea,aea,t), def, costs(2,3) 

"moveq #%d8,%drd", move(d8,drd,t), 1, costs(2,3) 
"clr%t %adea", move(O~adea,t), bwl, costs(2,3) 
"lea %cea,%ard", move(cea,ard,t), def, costs(2,2); 

Percent signs (%) precede the names of nonterminals inside quoted strings in the MD. In 

this example, ea, aea, adea, and cea represent various categories of addressing modes 

available on the MC68020. These are explained below. def is the name of a semantic 

action routine, namely the default one for this MD. Semantic actions execute after the 

parser makes a reduction. They read the semantic values of the constituent nonterminals 

and synthesize those of the derived nonterminal. For example, the semantic action def 

interprets semantic values that represent sets of valid types and returns their intersection. 

drd and ard represent data registers and address registers respectively and are defined 

by the statements: 

%range dregno 0 7; 
%range aregno 0 5; 
drd = "d%dregno", d(dregno,4), bwl; 
ard = "a%aregno", a(aregno,4), wl I "a6", a6, wl; 

These rules state that a data register has the assembly code of the letter d followed by 

a pattern variable whose value is between 0 and 7 (e.g. d5 when instantiated), and the 

register transfer syntax of a d followed by the register number and digit 4 in parentheses 

(e.g. d (5, 4». The register transfer syntax of a storage location carries the location's 

width in bytes (4 in this case). bwl is the name of a semantic action routine that checks 

the type of the operand to ensure that it is byte, word, or long. An address register has 

similar syntax and can also be represented by the frame pointer a6, coded directly. Ad

dress registers, however, may only participate in word and long operations. Functional 

notation is used uniformly throughout the register transfer language, to denote both data 

objects (registers and memory) and operations. 
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If asked to translate the string move (% 1, d (% 0, 4) , 1) into assembly, the instruction 

recognizer returns three alternatives: 

Instruction 
clrl d%O 
moveq #%l,d%O 
movl #%l,d%O 

Cost 
5 
5 

10 

Constraints 
o :5 %0 :5 7, %1 = 0 
o :5 %0 :5 7, -128 :5 %1 :5 127 
o :5 %0 :5 7 

The first alternative, clrl, has a total cost of 5 and requires that %1 (the source operand) 

is O. The s2Cond, moveq, costs 5 and requires that %1 be between -128 and 127. The 

third, movl, costs 10 and does not constrain %1. All three alternatives require that the 

destination register number % 0 be in the range of legal data registers for the instruction (0 

to 7). The fourth instruction that can load constants, lea, will not be returned, because it 

can only load them into address registers and a data register destination was requested. 

The context-free formalism is extended to allow multiple occurrences of a nonterminal 

inside ex or 13; in these cases, the strings derived by the two occurrences must match. For 

example, when an addql instruction is recognized by the production: 

inst = "addq%t #%d3,%aea", move(add(d3,aea,t),aea,t), bwl, 
costs(2,2) 

the instruction recognizer insists that the two occurrences of aea in the register transfer 

match. If the machine needs two possibly different occurrences of the same nonterminal 

within one instruction, a unary production can be added to the grammar. On the VAX, 

for example, anything that can be the first operand to an add13 instruction can also be 

the second operand, so part of the VAX can be described as: 

x = register I $%literal I ... ; 
y = x; 

inst = "add%t3 %x,%y,%z", set(add(x,y,t),z,t), def, costs(l,O); 

Once the instructions are described, the rest of the MC68020 deSCription can be divided 

into three parts: the syntax of addressing mode offsets, that of the addressing modes 

themselves, and the different categories of addressing modes. The MD first describes the 

names of labels and program variables: 



lab 
id 
neon 
aeon 

= "L%term"; 
= " %term" I lab; 
= "%term+%neon", add (term, neon, 1) I term; 
= "%id+%neon", add(id,neon,l) 

"%id+%neon", add(neon,id,l) 
id; 
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A program label consists of the letter L followed by a pattern variable. An identifier 

consists of an underscore followed by a pattern variable, or a label. Numeric constants 

(neon's) consist of sums and products of term's. Address constants (aeon's) contain the 

sum of an address and a numeric offset. The rule for aeon implements commutativity 

of the addends, because the instruction recognizer does not commute operands; explicit 

commutation will be omitted from other rules. 

The rule for disp defines what can appear in a displacement field of a MC68020 assembly 

code statement: 

disp = "%aeon:l", aeon, def, eosts(4,lO) 
I "%neon", neon, def, costs(2,3); 

Accurate costing for displacement fields is difficult due to separate compilation, so these 

costs are approximated: aeon's are assumed to require four bytes, whereas neon's are 

assumed to require only two. 

The rule for t specifies that a type is one of b, w, or 1 in both assembly code and the 

register transfer language, and that a semantic action of the same name as the type should 

be called to synthesize the type: 

t = b, b, b I w, w, w I 1, 1, 1; 

Next the addressing modes themselves are described: 

rea 
ari 
arid 
scale 
dx 

aridx 
mipre 
mipost 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

= 
= 
= 

ard I drd; 
"%ard@", ard, any I "sp@-", push(sp), any; 
"%ard@(%disp)", add(ard,disp,l); 
"1" I "2" I "4" I "8"; 
"(%disp,%rea:l:%seale)", add(disp,mul (seale,rea, 1) ,1) 
"(%disp)", disp; 
"%ard@dx", add(ard,dx,l), any; 
"%ard@%dx@(%disp)", add(disp,m(add(ard,dx,1),4),1); 
"%ard@(%disp)@%dx", add(dx,m(add(ard,disp,1),4),1); 
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A "register effective address" (any register) consists of either an ard or a drd (both 

defined above). The "address register indirect" mode consists of an address register fol

lowed by @. The "address register indirect with displacement" mode adds a displacement 

field to an index register. Finally, the three indexed addressing modes are described. All 

three of these modes include a base-index component dx that denotes the sum of a dis

placement and a scaled index register. The "address register indirect with offset and 

index" (aridx) mode adds the contents of an address register. The "memory indirect 

pre-indexed" adds a level of indirection to ar idx, by fetching the word pOinted to by the 

base aridx mode and adding a fixed displacement to it. Finally, the "memory indirect 

post-indexed" mode reverses the order of indexing and indirection from that of mipre, 

performing the indirection first. 

Finally comes the taxonomy of "addressing mode categories": 
., . ""',.-'T> 

ala = aeon, aeon, def, eosts(4,12) 
neon, neon, def, eosts(4,12); 

awa = "%d16" , d16, def, eosts(2,8); 
eea = ari I arid I aridx I awa I ala mipre I mipost; 
arne a = eea, m(eea,size), any; 
mea = arne a I "#%disp" , disp; 
adea = arnea I drd; 
aea = adea, adea I ard, ard; 
ea = mea I rea; 
dea = mea I drd; 

An absolute long address is the address of an identifier, or an address constant, or a term. 

An absolute word address is cheaper than a long address, and it can be used if the value will 

fit in 16 bits. Every mode is in either the data or address category. A mode is in the data 

category if it can describe data, such as the contents of a data register or the contents of 

memory. The only mode not in this category is the contents of an address register (mode 

ard). Every mode is in at least one of the memory category, the control category, or the 

register category. Memory category refers to modes that access the contents of memory 

cells. Control refers to modes used in instructions, like load effective address and jump, 

that generate memory addresses but do not access their contents. Register addresses are 
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in the register category. Every mode is either alterable or not. All but the immediate modes 

are alterable (e.g. addl dl, #1 is not an instruction). The semantic action any ignores 

the input types and allows any output type. This describes the contents of memory, 

which can be of any type (despite the fact that a subordinate control effective address 

can only be of types word and long). 

The grammar describes some of the combinations of these categories, namely control, al

terable memory, memory, alterable data, alterable, any, and data. The description is somewhat 

factored; it cannot be completely factored because it picks elements from what amounts 

to a three-dimensional lattice. 

Because MD grammars are highly ambiguous, the instruction recognizer can return mul

tiple assembly instructions together with costs. The instruction recognizer is a resource, 

used in several places within the learning compiler and the rule compiler. The produc

tion compiler does not use the instruction recognizer because to do so would require that 

it interpret tables and scan strings at compile-time. The production compiler captures all 

relevant information in code. Complete descriptions of the VAX. and MC68020 appear in 

the Appendices. 

3.2 Code Generation Rules 

The programmer supplies rewriting rules to turn intermediate code into naive assembly 

code. For example, the rule that generates code for integer addition on the MC68020 is 

written: 

add-int 
= 
rnove(d(%1,4),d(%O,4),l) 
rnove(add(d(%O,4),d(%2,4),l),d(%O,4),l) 
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This rule states that to add the results of two subdags, first allocate a register and move 

the result of one subdag into the register. Then use a two-address add to add the other 

subdag's result into the new register. Syntax of the form %digit within a pattern refers to a 

wild-card pattern variable (Section 2.2). The variable's value will be supplied at compile 

time. The input side of each code generation rule is written in intermediate r.ode. The 

output side is written using register transfer versions of naive assembly code. Therefore 

the rules are easy to write and assembler-independent. They are also easy to retarget, 

because the simplest instructions available on machine x are the most likely ones to have 

direct analogs on machine y. For example, the corresponding rule for the VAX is: 

add-int 
= 
move(add(r(%O,4),r(%2,4),1),r(%O,4),1) 

The register names must be changed for the VAX, and since the VAX has a three-address 

add instruction, it is not necessary to first copy one value, but the translation is mechan

ical. 

Variable numbering in rules is different from the numbering in instructions, because the 

numbers are global to the rule. The mapping is described in section 5.1. 

It is sometimes necessary to constrain a code generation rule so that it will be executed 

conditionally. The type conversion operator is an example. It is already a special case 

because, unlike most operators, it needs two typecodes. One type can be supplied as 

part of the immediate opcode, and the other is passed to the code generator as a constant 

operand (%2) of the intermediate code. The first operand (%1) denotes the input value to 

be converted. The conversion rule that converts integers into doubles is written: 

convert-int;%2.str=="D" 
= 
move(cvt1d(d(%1,4),d),d(%O,B),d) 
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cvtld is defined in the MD as an instruction that converts the word in d%O to a double 

residing in d%O and d%1. It is implemented with a procedure call in some Motorola 

runtime environments. 

Most conversions (i.e. from long to int) are no-ops on the MC68020, and the expressions 

are already widened according to C's usual conversions, so one rule handling conversions 

is written: 

convert-int; (%2.str=="I" I 1%2.str=="c"1 I 
%2.str=="s"I 1%2.str=="i"1 1%2.str=="1"I I 
%2.str=="C"I 1%2.str=="S"I 1%2.str=="L") 

= 
move(d(%1,4),d(%O,4),1) / null conversions 

Constraints are appended to any line of the rule but apply to the rule as a whole. The rule 

compiler analyzes constraint strings to translate them into C code for inclusion into the 

compiler. Some fragments, such as ==, pattern variables, and quoted strings, get special 

treatment. The rest of the constraint text is assumed to already be C code, so that the 

parentheses and logical "or" operators in the constraint above are simply copied. The 

rule above checks the destination type of.a conversion from integer type to determine if 

no conversion is needed. It turns these null conversions into a register-to-register copy 

instruction, which will be optimized out. 

Some machines cannot gracefully implement all intermediate code operations; some op

erations require several machine instructions. In a single-target environment, this defi

ciency would be corrected by changing the intermediate code. In a multi-target setting, 

however, the best thing to do is to cope. chop's rule language can actually represent 

quite complicated rules. One complicated rule on the MC68020 translates subtraction of 

an integer from a pointer. In C, the integer is first multiplied by the size of the object 

pOinted to; this size is known at compile-time and passed as %4. For convenience, the 

code generation rules are written to generate code that uses only data registers. Later 
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optimization will place data into address or data registers depending upon which yields 

better code. 
psub-int 
= 
move(d(%2,4),d(%O,4),1) 
move(mul(d(%O,4),%4,1),d(%O,4),1) 
move(sub(d(%O,4),d(%1,4),1),d(%O,4),1) 

The programmer has to write this rule, but chop provides some help. At compile-compile 

time, cchop generates constrained versions of this rule that use shifts instead of multi

plications. And, if the code is sub-optimal, it will be cleaned up at compile time by the 

optimizer, which optimizes recursively as it generates each line of the output. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE LEARNING CODE GENERA TOR 

The compiler comes in two versions; chopO is the first. Both versions have hard-coded 

code generation rules. Instead of optimization rules, chopO has a rule inference system. 

chopO compiles C code and infers optimization rules in the process. It writes the rules 

that it finds to a file, to be included later in the production compiler, chop1. 

4.1 Code generation 

There are two main routines in the back end of both generated code generators. The rou

tine opt, which is generated by the rule compiler, accepts an intermediate code dag and 

rewrites it as naive and then optimized assembly code. emitdag traverses the resulting 

assembly code dag, allocates registers, and prints the result. 

The overall structure of the opt routine is shown in Fig. 4.1. opt takes a pointer to the 

intermediate code dag. When processing Fig. 4.2, for example, the root pointer of the 

intermediate code dag will point to the store-int node, which denotes a store of the 

value given by the second operand into the location given by the first. opt dispatches on 

the numeric opcode, to a location that handles dags rooted at this particular node type 

(the line labeled case 26 in Fig. 4.1). In this manner, it recursively calls itself on subdags 

until it gets to the leaves. Because each intermediate node type has a fixed, known number 

of children, there is no need for a loop and the recursive calls are simply emitted inline. In 

this example, opt will recurse on two children, namely the nodes labeled global-int 



void opt (r) 

{ 

} 

register struct Insrec *r; 

switch (r->assem) { 

case 26: L26: 1* store-int *1 
opt (r->var[1] .kid); 
opt (r->var[2] .kid); 
iO = nextins++; 
iO->rt = "move(d(%1,4),a(%O,4),l)"; 
r->rt = "move(d(%1,4),m(a(%2,4),4),l)"; 
iO->assem = 454; 1* "movl d%1, a%O" *1 
r->assem = 469; 1* "movl d%1, a%2@" *1 
iO->var [1] .kid = r->var [1] .kid; 
r->var [1] . kid = r->var [2] . kid; 
r->var [2] .kid = iO; 
iO->usect = 1; 
opt(iO); 
break; 

case 52: L52: 1* global-int * I 

} 

r->rt = "move ( %1,d(%0,4),1)"; 
r->assem = 502; 1* "movl # %1 :l,d%O" *1 
break; -

comb (r) ; 

Fig. 4.1. opt and two compiled rules. 
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and add-into I will consider the node labelled global-int (denoting the address of a 

global variable) first. Once again opt will dispatch on the numeric opcode and arrive at 

the code beginning case 52. Nodes of this type have no children. The code generation 

rule to load the address of a global is: 
global-int 
= 
move(_%1,d(%0,4),1) 

MC68020 code generation rules take inputs and leave outputs in data registers. This 

simplifies the programmer's job. For example, otherwise separate code generation rules 

would be required for pointer comparisons and numeric comparisons. The optimizer 

cleans up any resulting inefficiencies in the generated code. chop does not require these 

conventions, however; I tried both styles and this one was shorter. 
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store-int 

"i" "1" 

Fig. 4.2. Intennediate code dag for "i++" (Same as Fig. 2.2). 

opt generates code by overwriting intennediate opcodes with assembly opcodes. 

It overwrites the intennediate opcode global-int with the new assembly opcode 

mov 1 # _ % 1 : 1, d % 0 and stores a pointer to the corresponding register transfer repre

sentation. (The learning compiler maintains assembly code and register transfer repre

sentations; the production compiler maintains only assembly.) These two assignments 

do the whole job, so naive code generation for this node is complete. 

Upon return from the recursive call, the path starting at case 26 recurses on the other 

child (the add-int) node. Code generation for this subdag is omitted from the example, 

but will result in the following assembly code: 
movl i,d%O 
addql-#l,d%O 
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Code generation for the store operator is more complex, because the address of the desti

nation is moved from a data register into an address register before the store instruction 

itself is generated. The rule is: 
store-int 
= 
move(d(%1,4),a(%4,4),1) 
move(d(%2,4),m(a(%4,4),4),1) 

opt will overwrite the intermediate code with the second of these two instructions, so 

the second instruction node needs no allocation. Space for the first instruction is allocated 

by the assignment from nextins. After writing register transfer strings and assembly 

opcodes into the nodes, opt executes code to move the destination address pointer from 

the parent instruction to the child, to move the source value from the parent's second 

operand position to its first, and to cause the parent's second operand to point to the 

child. Then it recursively optimizes the child instruction with its children, and breaks 

out of the switch. 

Following the switch is a call to comb, a symbolic peephole optimizer. comb repeatedly 

tries to optimize the new parent instruction with its children. It records any optimizations 

that it makes on a log file and returns to opt when it can optimize no further. 

When opt changes a subdag, it rewrites the root node of the subdag in place. Thus all 

pointers to the old root now point to the new one. The ability to edit a node in place is 

important. One can imagine an alternative strategy: always create a new copy of a node 

and then change pointers to point to the new copy. This "applicative" technique is much 

inferior: it adds allocation overhead and requires that values be copied even if they don't 

change relative position in the new node. It could also require that every node point 

to all of its parents. This would add storage overhead but, more importantly, it would 

require that chop generate extra code to maintain the additional pointers. When editing 

a node, chop would have to update parent pointers in the children and child pointers 

in the parents. If no parent pointers were used, it could require multiple traversal of 
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common subexpressions. When generating code to edit data structures, it's important 

to keep the data structures Simple. In the current system, simple code generation rules 

often just overwrite the opcode pointer of a node, without changing the operand pointers 

at all. 

4.2 Symbolic optimization 

Once opt reaches the root of the dag in Fig. 4.2, it has been edited to appear as in 

Fig. 4.3. At this point the instruction combiner comb is applicable. comb is the learning 

component of a learning code generator. It has two purposes: first, to optimize the code 

dag; and second, to generalize the optimizations that it performs and record them as 

new rules. Each side of an optimization rule describes a linear chain of nodes in the dag. 

The rule as a whole describ~:) a change to the dag. If references to the entire chain of 

input nodes (that is, to the chain's root) are replaced by references to the output chain, 

the program will behave the same and cost less. 

For optimization purposes, each dag node falls into one of three categories: Nodes men

tioned on the input side of a rule are involved. Involved nodes may lose reference counts. 

I say that a node is doomed if an optimization destroys all references to it. If chop can de

termine that a node is doomed, it will re-use the node if necessary in a multi-output rule, 

in preference to allocating a new node. The parent is the highest involved node in the 

chain. Nodes that are pointed to by involved nodes but are not themselves involved are 

innocent bystanders. These nodes may have their use counts changed, but no other fields 

are changed. Innocent bystanders are never doomed. All other nodes are uninvolved. 

Conceptually, when chop performs an optimization it draws a boundary around the 

involved nodes. Leaves (numbers and identifier names), bystanders, and uninvolved 

nodes fall outside the boundary. chop replaces the nodes inside the boundary with 
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movl d%1,a%2@ 

addql 4#l,d%O 

movl a%l@,d%O 

lea _t,a%O 

Fig. 4.3. Ready to combine. 

other nodes while retaining the meaning of every pointer that crosses the boundary. It 

overwrites nodes when possible to avoid allocating new ones. It always overwrites the 

parent because a pOinter that references the parent references the meaning of the entire 

subdag below the parent. chop preserves the meaning of every pointer into the boundary; 

a pointer to the parent retains its meaning because the parent is the root of both the old 

and new subdags. chop retains old children when they are pointed to from outside the 

boundary, so all pointers into the boundary are still valid. Pointers leaving the boundary 

are preserved too; the new chain will reference the same bystanders and leaves, although 

the number of such references may increase or decrease. 
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In Fig. 4.3, the top three instructions in the dag load the value of t, add 1, and store the 

result back into t: 

grandchild 
child 
parent 

Assembly 

mov1 a%l@,d%O 
addql #%l,d%O 
movl d%1,a%2@ 

Register Transfer 

move(m(a(%1,4),4),d(%O,4),1) 
move(add(%1,d(%O,4),1),d(%O,1),1) 
move(d(%1,4),m(a(%2,4),4),1) 

When called with a pointer to a node, comb looks for optimizations rooted at the node. 

It tries simple optimizations before complex ones, so it tries to combine the top pair 

of instructions in the dag first. Each node's variables are numbered canonically as de

scribed in section 5.1. comb renumbers variables in the register transfers to give a global 

numbering: 

move(add(%1,d(%O,4),1),d(%O,4),1) 
move(d(%O,4),m(a(%2 r 4),4),1) 

The result is the input side of a potential rule. The register allocator will arrange that 

each input register of a parent is the result register of the corresponding child, so these 

variables get the same number. For brevity this register is called the common register. All 

other variables in the two register transfer strings get unique numbers, so that the rule 

will be as general as possible. comb then tries to combine the pair of register transfers: 

the value computed by the child is substituted for the common register in the parent. 

Combining these two register transfers gives: 

move(add(%1,d(%O,4),1),m(a(%2,4),4),1) 

The new register transfer reads the same constants (% 1) and the same register inputs 

(d ( % 0, 4) and a (% 2, 4 ) ) that the inputs did. In order to build the output instruction, 

comb saves all of the pointers to children and constants used by the old instructions in a 

vector indexed by global variable number. This data (the context) is accumulated as the 

register transfers are renumbered. The resulting register transfer in this case describes an 

instruction that adds a constant to a register and leaves the result at an indirect address. 

There is no such instruction on the MC68020. Since comb cannot combine two instruc-

tions, it tries three. It tries chains of increasing length up to a maximum. The maximum 
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can be adjusted for each target, but it is usually convenient to set the maximum at the 

length of the longest combination achieved thus far, plus one. 

The three transfers renumbered are: 
move(m(a(%1,4),4),d(%O,4),l) 
move(add(%2,d(%O,4),l),d(%O,l),l) 
move(d(%O,4),m(a(%3,4),4),l) 

Combining all three gives: 

move(add(%2,m(a(%1,4),4),l),m(a(%3,4),4),l) 

The instruction recognizer examines the new skeleton to determine if it is an instruc-

tion on the target machine. It does not examine the values of variables, but it does 

return constraints on the variables. It reports that the new string is the instruction 

addql #%2, a%1@, provided that the constraints %1 = %3 and 1 ::; %2 ::; 8 are satisfied. 

comb checks the context to confirm that they are and edits the parent node to replace the 

three inputs. The new node will pOint to the same children (the lea instruction) as the 

old triple did, and it will use the same constants (1). comb selects the cheapest instruction 

whose constraints are satisfied. It ignores constraints on register names, assuming that 

they will be satisfied by the allocator. While it is linking output nodes into the dag comb 

maintains use counts as follows: 

1. Do not change the parent's use count, because all references to the parent are from 
uninvolved nodes above it. Initialize use counts of other output nodes to zero, be
cause only the parent and other new output nodes will point to new output nodes. 

2. Decrement a node for each time that it is pointed to by the parent, because the parent 
will be overwritten. Overwrite the parent, changing it from an input node to an 
output. 

3. Increment a node for each time that it is pointed to by an output node. 

4. While any node has zero use count, delete it and decrement the use count of every 
node that it points to. This action only deletes involved nodes. This step can be 
implemented recursively or with a worklist algorithm. 
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In Fig. 4.3, rule 2 decrements the use count of the original addql instruction to zero, 

and that. of the lea instruction to one. Rule 3 then increments the use count of the lea 

instruction to two. Finally, rule 4 deletes the addql and then the rnovl instructions and 

decrements the use count of the lea instruction to one. The net effect is that two nodes 

have been deleted, the parent has been overwritten, and the use count of the bystander 

lea node has changed from two to one. If some uninvolved node had referenced either 

of the deleted nodes, that node and its descendants would have been spared, and the 

lea instruction would have ended up with a use count of two. 

While it is optimizing an expression, comb deals with its actual identifiers, constants, and 

children. While it is recording the optimization performed, comb must abstract these de

tails away so as to infer the most general possible optimization rule from its special-case 

experience. This is the AI problem of rule generalization [Char8S]. Sometimes the validity 

of a rule depends upon the value of a variable or upon other features of the real pro

gram. When this happens, comb adds a constraint to the rule that describes the features 

of the real program that were necessary (and satisfied) for the rule to be valid. Con

straints on rules are written in a form that can be expanded lexically into C. Instruction 

constraints are a major source of rule constraints: for example, the constraint % 1=% 4 sup

plied above will be converted into the rule constraint %1. kid==%4. kid. Algebraic sim

plification supplies other constraints. For example, code (cvt (r (%1,1) ,b, 1) , %2,1) 

(extend r%l from byte to long and compare it with a constant) can be replaced with 

code (r (%1,1) ,%2, b) if the value %2 will fit in one byte. 

comb verifies that the new instructions cost less than the old ones. The cost of an instruc

tion with multiple uses is divided among its users. The new parent will have the same 

number of uses as the old parent, because the dag is edited in place. In a typical two-to

one optimization, the number of uses of the old child will decrease by one, because the 
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old parent does not refer to it anymore. If the old child contains an expensive address 

(for example, a four-byte displacement to address a global variable) the new parent will 

usually also incur this expense. If the old child had several uses, the optimization may 

not be worthwhile because it duplicates the expensive address in the parent and also 

leaves it in the child. Peephole optimization interacts here with common sub expression 

elimination. Let the cost of the parent, child, and proposed combined node be P, C, and 

N respectively, and suppose that the child has u uses. Then the old pair costs P + C / u; so 

the optimization is worthwhile whenever N ~ P + C / u. comb considers three cases: 

1. N>P+C: 

2. N~P: 

3. P<N~ P+C: 

The optimization is never worthwhile. 

The optimization is always worthwhile. 

The optimization is worthwhile only if u ~ C / (N - P). 

As P, C, and N are known at compile-compile time, comb can decide which case applies 

and may add a constraint of the form r->var [i] ->usecount<=k, if case 3 applies. Some 

reasonable costs give absurd values for k. For example, if the parent costs 100, the child 

100, and the new parent 101, the rewrite will save unless the child has 100 uses. Such 

constraints are discarded as they are almost always true. This speeds up the compiler 

and at most effects the cost of the code, but not its correctness. 

If the input side contains more than two instructions, the corresponding analysis gets 

more complicated, and the corresponding generated test contains multiplications. chop 

simplifies things by ignoring the use counts of all but the most expensive non-root input. 

For costing purposes, it assumes that the others have one use each. 

Earlier systems (hop [Davi84] for example) operated on instantiated instruction texts. 

These systems deduced a specific optimization containing constants and identifier names. 

Then they generalized the optimization by replacing constants and identifiers with vari

ables. This approach had three disadvantages. First, all variable values had to be in-
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stantiated. Thus, register numbers or pseudo-register numbers had to be supplied before 

combination could be attempted. Second, if the same constant appeared in the instruc

tions in two different offices, the two occurrences would have been nevertheless patt

ernized to the same pattern variable (a "pun"). For example, hop patternized the string 

move (0, r (0, 4) ,1) into move (%0, r (%0,4) ,1), with a note that %0=0. A rule that 

used this pattern was more specific than necessary; it checked to ensure that the num

ber of the cleared register is zero. hop would have inferred another, more general rule 

eventually, but could have inferred it immediately. Finally, hop could not generalize 

from a value to a range of values. The MC68020 can load any constant between -128 

and 127 with a cheap moveq instruction, but when patternizing a rule, hop had two op

tions: leave a constant in place, or replace it by a wildcard pattern variable. hop could 

not describe constraints other than operand = constant and operand x = operand y. To 

solve these problems, chop works on skeletons. comb renumbers variables in the input 

register transfers so as to get the most general rule possible (no puns). comb remembers 

when it must test actual variable values in order to perform an optimization, and ex

actly those tests are added to the constraints on a rule, so the rule ''knows'' only what it 

must. comb attempts many optimizations that fail. Some fail because the target machine 

has no instruction that implements the combined register transfer, because its cost is too 

high, or because the instruction does not satisfy a constraint. Once comb has found an 

optimization rule, and the rule has been turned into code, it can fail for the second two 

reasons but not for the first. Therefore, the optimizations that comb finds, after they are 

compiled, perform a more directed search than comb does. 

po and other peephole-based optimizers guarantee that optimization leaves no linear 

chain of instructions that could be replaced by a better single instruction. This guarantee 

usually suffices to give very good code, but it can be improved. To get better code, chop 

extends this guarantee in two ways: no Tooted subdag remains that could be replaced by 
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a better single instruction or pair of instructions. 

The first extension is that chop considers replacing each rooted subdag of the instruction 

dag, instead of just each linear chain. For example, optimizers that only examine linear 

chains cannot discover the optimization on the VAX: 
rnove(cvt(rn(L%O,1),b,1),r(%1,4),1) 
rnove(cvt(rn(L%2,1),b,1),r(%3,4),1) 
rnove(code(r(%1,4),r(%3,4),1),cc(%4),b) 
= 
rnove(code(rn(L%O,1),rn(L%2,1),b),cc(%4),b) 

which optimizes a pair of sign extensions followed by a 32-bit comparison into a byte 

comparison. The input side of this optimization is not a linear chain; it is a binary tree. 

No sequence of linear optimizations can convert this tree into a single instruction, be

cause neither child can be combined with the parent. The VAX has no instructions that 

compares bytes with 32-bit words. chop can combine all three instructions into one with 

a single optimization. chop uses a recursive algorithm to enumerate all subdags (of a 

given size) of the input. Each recursive step of the algorithm adds each possible node to 

the current subdag under construction. It adds each node that is a child of some node 

on the frontier of the current subdag, and it calls itself recursively to augment the result. 

The second extension is that chop considers changing input instructions into a pair of 

output instructions, instead of just one. chop usually does this when it has greedily 

optimized too many instructions too soon into a single instruction. For example, on the 

VAX the expression "j = a [ i] ", where a is a vector of integers, will result in the dag 

of Fig. 4.4. 

The next optimization combines the two lowest instructions in the dag: 

rnove(rn(add(fp,%O,1),4),r(%1,4),1) 
rnove(rnul(r(%1,4),%3,1),r(%4,4),1) 
= 
rnove(rnul(rn(add(fp,%O,1),4),%3,1),r(%4,4),1) 



store-int 

movab -8(fp),r%O load-int 

add13 r%1,r%2,r%3 

mul13 r%1,$4,r%O 

movl -4(fp),r%O 

~ 

Fig. 4.4. j=a [i] . 

movab _a,r%O 
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resulting in an instruction that multiplies a value on the frame by a constant and leaves 

the result in a register. The code to compute the address of a [i] will be (after register 

allocation): 

mul13 -4(fp),$4,rO 
movab _a(rO),rO 

Better is: 
movl -4(fp),rO 
moval _a[rO],rO 

The pairs above have the combined register transfer string: 
move(add(_%4,mul(%1,m(add(%2,fp,1),4),1),1),r(%3,4),1) 

No single instruction has the effect of these pairs, so a two-to-one optimization cannot 

help. Nor is the problem an artifact of the bottom-up optimization order of chop; top

down order just results in different inefficiencies. To find a better pair of instructions, the 
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combiner first combines the input instructions into an (unrealizable) register transfer. It 

then factors this transfer into pairs of instructions by breaking the string apart at balanced 

substrings. Register transfer factoring was originally developed by Peter Kessler [Kess84] 

for a different application (exhaustive search for N-to-one rules, working backward from 

the outputs). Factoring is the inverse of combination; it breaks complex instructions into 

simpler ones. Either technique alone yields only optimizations with a strong monotonic

ity property: the output instruction is more complex than all inputs. Using both together 

gives chop a repertoire of optimizations that is larger than either alone; it can produce 

output sequences that include some instructions simpler than the inputs, as long as the 

total cost of the output sequence is less than that of the input. 

To factor a transfer, comb enumerates its parenthesis-balanced substrings. Each is a 

candidate sub expression of the transfer. It considers computing each sub expression into 

a register and replacing the subexpression by the register. The first such attempt will be: 
move ( %4,r(%O,4),1) 
move(add(r(%O,4),mu1(%1,m(add(%2,fp,1),4),1),1),r(%3,4),1) 

but this pair is no cheaper than the input. Eventually it will hit on the pair: 

move(m(add(%2,fp,1),4),r(%O,4),1) 
move(add(_%4,mu1(%1,r(%O,4),1),1),r(%3,4),1) 

i.e. ''load i into a register and use the indexed-addressing mode to multiply it by 4", or 

mov1 -4(fp),rO 
mova1 _a[rO],rO 

which is the preferred code. 

comb uses factoring for several purposes. The first is as above, to compensate for pre

mature optimizations. The second is to select a better common register for a pair. For 

example, consider the pair of three-address instructions on the VAX: 
mul13 r%1,r%2,r%3 
add13 r%3,r%4,r%5 
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When comb refactors the pair, it considers a number of different possible common reg

isters. It tries each of the child's input registers. If r%l or r%2 can be used, the mul13 

instruction can be changed to a mul12. It tries the parent's output register. If r%5 can 

be used, the add13 instruction can be changed to an add12. comb uses the common 

register that gives the lowest total cost for the pair. Finally, comb also tries a new reg

ister of each class. If two instructions can communicate a result more efficiently with a 

different class of common register, comb will find the better class and write an N-to-two 

optimization that makes the change. On the MC68020, for example, comb changes the 

three-instruction sequence of Fig. 4.5 (which communicates through a data register) to 

an equivalent two-instruction sequence that communicates through an address register. 

comb changes register allocation locally; the new sequence takes its inputs, and leaves its 

outputs, in the same registers as the old sequence. comb accomplishes global allocation 

changes by a series of local ones. For example, the register-to-register move at the root 

position of Fig. 4.5 was introduced by another N-to-two optimization that preferred to 

communicate through an address register. That optimization triggered this one. 

move(mul(d(%O,4),%3,1),d(%O,4),1);%3.str=="4" 
move(add(d(%O,4),m(L%2,4),1),d(%O,4),1) 
move(d(%O,4),a(%1,4),1) 
= 
move(m(L%2,4),a(%4,4),1) 
move(add(a(%4,4),mul(%3,d(%O,4),1),1),a(%1,4),1) 

Fig. 4.5. comb finds a better common register. 

The last use for factoring is to reverse the sense of comparisons on machines that 

do not have symmetric comparison instructions. For example, the second operand of 

a non-immediate MC68020 compare must be in a register. Given the C expression 

if (a < b) b = a, code generation and optimization without factoring produces the 

following assembly code: 



movl b,dO 
cmpl -a,dO 
bge Ll 
movl a, b 
Ll: - -
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In this instance, chop eliminates the second memory reference to a by reversing the 

comparison, giving: 

movl a,dO 
cmpl -b,dO 
ble Ll 
movl dO, b 
Ll: -

chop accomplishes this optimization by creating a ficticious "reversed condition code" 

register class, and describing reversed versions of comparisons and conditional jumps. 

This is the only case in which an assembly language instruction has two different register 

transfer representations. Since chop tries a register of each different class, it will try to 

replace the condition code, which is the common register for the compare-jump pair, by 

the reversed condition code register. The resulting pair represents a reversed comparison 

and jump. 

comb contains an algebraic Simplifier. It simplifies register transfers, so that they will be 

more likely to be recognized as instruct~ons. For example, it removes redundant additions 

with zero and other identity operations, and replaces multiplications by powers of two 

with shifts. It also eliminates redundant widening of operands, if the result is finally 

narrowed to the original operand width. The simplifier performs a single simplification 

on its input; it does not attempt to reduce it to simplest form. Because it is impossible 

to define a canonical Simplest form for every expression (this would solve the halting 

problem), the simplifier has the potential of looping. Looping is detected by comb, which 

records each intermediate form of a register transfer and exits if a form is repeated. 

Most Simplification rules are machine-independent. Additional rules may be useful for 

new machines, but many old rules will usually also be useful, and the old rules don't 
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usually do any harm, so a ~ody of rules accumulates. chop currently has 24 rules for the 

VAX and MC68020. 

chop optimizes programs in a bottom-up greedy fashion; it cannot postpone doing an 

optimization or back up to try different approaches. Because optimizations cascade, the 

cost of the instructions that chop introduces will change, and chop can only estimate their 

final costs. chop adjusts the basic instruction costs to prefer sequences that are more likely 

to be optimized further. For example, on most milch~nes with several register classes, a 

value can be loaded into any class of register with about the same instruction cost, but 

the best class of register depends on what will be done with the value and is not clear at 

the time that chop generates the load. To fix this problem, the cost metric that chop uses 

assumes that the cost of register-to-register moves at the leaves of optimizatiOns is very 

low. Therefore chop feels free to introduce register-to-register moves if it will improve 

the parent. The moves usually bubble down to a leaf and change the destination register 

class of a load. 

When chop performs an optimization that generates two output instructions, it examines 

the subdag rooted at the new child to determine if a new optimization opportunity has 

been created. Therefore the cost of a child is weighted less than the cost of the parent, 

because it is more likely to enjoy further optimization. The lowest child is estimated at 

true cost, and one percent added at each level working up the dag toward the parent. 

Using this weighting, chop prefers shorter sequences to longer ones even if the two 

sequences sum to the same cost. 

comb tries optimizations in a certain order. Optimizations with fewer input patterns are 

tried before those with more, because shorter ones are more general. Rules with single 

outputs are tried before those with two outputs. Rules that change one instruction to two 

are tried last. At present all such rules introduce register-to-register copies. 
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CHAPTERS 

THE PRODUCTION CODE GENERA TOR 

The purpose of the rule compiler cchop is to generate the machine-dependent portion 

of a compiler. cchop reads code generation rules and optimization rules (Fig. 2.1). It 

uses compiled information from the MD, because the instruction recognizer is built into 

cchop. It reads a file of intermediate code definitions to get the arities of the intermediate 

opcodes. It writes a routine (opt) that implements the rules. 

The compiler calls opt with a pointer to the root of a dag of intermediate code. opt 

changes intermediate opcodes in the dag to assembly code instructions, and optimizes 

adjacent instructions as they are generated. It contains a single switch statement that 

dispatches on the root opcode of the subdag that it is currently processing. Case arms 

for intermediate and assembly opcodes coexist within the switch. 

cchop's command line supplies a list of code generation and optimization rule files and 

a flag saying which version (training or production) of the compiler to generate. To 

make the source file, c(hop copies a template file (Fig. 5.1) and inserts generated code 

at marked locations in the template. The template contains conditional code to produce 

both versions of the compiler; the figure just shows the production version. 

lhe template and the generated code use symbolic names such as COMMA to reference 

particular opcode numbers. COMMA denotes the C comma operator; it evaluates its two 

children sequentially, discarding the left child's result and returning that of the right. 



void opt(r) 
register struct Insrec *r; 
{ 
register struct Insrec *iO, *i1, *i2, *t, *b; 
struct Insrec *i3, *i4; 

$Z 1* #define COMMA opcode *1 
switch (r->assem) { 
case COMMA: 

if (r->var[l] .kid) opt(r->var[l].kid); 
if (r->var[2] .kid) opt (r->var [2] .kid); 
return; 

$X 
$0 

default: 
return; 
} 

1* codegen rules *1 
1* optimizations *1 

} Fig. 5.1. Template for production opt routine. 
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Its code is included in the template because all machines share this one implementa

tion. cchop determines the values of these opcodes and replaces the marker $ Z with 

preprocessor #defines that supply them, e.g.: 
#define COMMA 281 

It replaces markers $x and $0 by translated code generation rules and translated 

optimization rules, respectively. For example, on the VAX. the learning compiler 

discovers the following two optimizations, both involving subdags rooted at the 

movab %2 (r%l) , %3 (ap) instruction: 
move(m(add(ap,%3,1),4),r(%1,4),1);%O.str=="1";%2.str==%3.str; 

atoi(%2.str->h txt)<=127;atoi(%2.str->h txt»=-128 
move(add(%O,r(%1,4),1),m(add(ap,%2,1),4),lT 
= 
move(add(%O,m(add(ap,%2,1),4),1),m(add(ap,%2,1),4),l) 

move(m(add(ap,%3,1),4),r(%1,4),1);%2.str==%3.str; 
atoi(%O.str->h txt)<=63;atoi(%1.str->h txt»=O; 
atoi (%2.str->h-txt)<=127;atoi (%2.str->h txt»=-128 

move(add(%O,r(%1,4),1),m(add(ap,%2,1),4),lT 
= 
move(add(%O,m(add(ap,~2,1),4),1),m(add(ap,%2,1),4),1) 

Constraints texts have been broken for display. The movab instruction adds the constant 

contained in %2 to the value in register r% 1, leaving the result in a stack location. The first 

rule combines a load from memory with the movab instruction, when the movab adds 1 

and the two memory locations are the same, to produce an instruction to increment the 
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memory location. The second rule is the same as the first, except that the constant is not 

1. This results in an add12 instruction. 
~. 

The switch statement shown in Fig. 5.1 tests the root instruction's opcode, so these two 

optimization rules are compiled following the case 161, which corresponds to the movab 

instruction: 

case 161: L161: 1* movab %2(r%1),%3(ap) *1 
b = r->var[l] .ptr; 
if (b->assem==450 1* movl %3(ap),r%1 *1 

&& atoi(r->var[3] .str->h txt»=-128 
&& atoi (r->var [3] . str->h-txt) <=127 
&& r->var[3] .str==b->var[l].str 
&& r->var[2].str==&Hnodes[l]) { 
b->usect--; 
r->assem 
r->var[l] .str 
r->var[2] .str 
return; 

= 581; 1* incl %2(ap) *1 
= r->var[2].str; 
= r->var[3].str; 

} 

if (b->assem==450 1* movl 
&& atoi (r->var [3] .str->h txt»=-128 
&& atoi (r->var [3] . str->h-txt) <=127 
&& atoi(r->var[2] . str->h-txt) >=0 
&& atoi(r->var[2] . str->h-txt) <=63 
&& r->var[3] .str==b->var[l].str) { 

%3(ap),r%1 *1 

b->usect--; 
r->assem 
r->var[l] .str 
r->var[2] .str 
return; 

= 582; 1* add12 $%1,%2(ap) *1 
= r->var[2] .str; 

} 
r->assem 
return; 

= r->var[3].str; 

= 161; 1* movab %2(r%1),%3(ap) *1 

Each rule compiles into a series of tests followed by code to edit the dag. These tests 

check the assembly language opcodes and the ranges of the instructions' constants, and 

they test offsets from two instructions to detennine if they are addressing the same stack 

location. The edit sequence that executes decrements the use count of one of the subordi

nate instructions, sets a new opcode into the parent, and moves some string pointers in 

the parent. If neither edit executes, the default code simply stores the assembly opcode 

and returns. 
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cchop generates several tables at other marked locations in the template. For example, 

one table gives sizes and alignments of C's datatypes. This information has no logical 

relation to the rest of the file (it is supplied as a service to the front end), but since it is 

machine-dependent and automatically generated it is convenient to let cchop generate it 

into this file. 

5.1 Internal representation of rules 

cchop reads rules and converts them into an internal form. It creates a record for each 

rule, consisting of vectors of input and output patterns plus a list of constraints and some 

other information. For example, the following MC68020 rule generates code to add an 

integer to a pointer: 
ptradd-int 
= 
move(d(%2,4),d(%O,4),1) 
move(mul(d(%0,4),%3,1),d(%O,4),1) 
move(add(d(%0,4),d(%1,4),1),d(%0,4),1) 

% 1 is a register containing the address of the pointer. % 2 is a register containing the 

integer, and %3 is a pointer to a string that holds the width of the item pointed to. The 

rule multiplies the index in %2 by the width and adds the pointer in %1. It is convenient 

on the MC68020 to generate naive code that takes all inputs from data registers and 

delivers all results to data registers, and to let the optimizer clean things up. 

For this rule, cchop creates a record with one input pattern and three output patterns. 

In the rule language, variables are numbered globally over an entire rule. Rules have 

global numbers so that a rule can describe tests for equality by using the same variable 

number in two different places, and so the rule can describe use of an input value in the 

output. As cchop reads each rule, it renumbers the variables in each rule pattern. The 

variable representing the result of a register transfer is renumbered' to %0. The variables 

representing register inputs to the register transfer follow; counting from % ° if the transfer 
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reads its result register, otherwise counting from % 1. Constants and identifier names get 

the highest variable numbers. Patterns have local numbers so that results always have 

the same variable number, so that the set of child pointers can be described as a compact 

range, and so that each instruction always has a unique skeleton. 

After renumbering the register transfer patterns, cchop translates them into instructions, 

as described below in section 3.1. Variables in translated instruction patterns retain the 

canonical numbering of their assodated register transfer patterns. Therefore only one 

copy of each instruction string is needed in a production compiler. cchop accumulates a 

list of all the input and output skeletons in rules and installs them in a table that is later 

substituted into the template; therefore chopl never needs to create instruction strings 

at compile time. About one thousand different skeletons suffice to cover the useful VAX 

instruction repetoire plus intermediate codes. 

A running compiler represents instruction opcodes with indices into the skeleton table. 

Because the children of a given instruction node are numbered canonically and in a 

compact range, a running compiler can easily determine which variable vector entries 

of a given dag node are child pointers and which are constant pointers by examining 

the node's opcode. The compiler only references the actual instruction texts in order 

to generate its output. Since the compiler never emits intermediate code, the texts of 

intermediate code operations are never referenced at all. These strings are not needed in 

a production compiler and are retained only to debug the system. 

As it renumbers, cchop accumulates a map for each pattern, which translates new (intra

pattern) variable numbers to original (intra-rule) variable numbers. For example, the 

patterns in the rule above are renumbered and mapped as follows: 



Pattern 

ptradd-int 
= 
move(d(%1,4),d(%0,4),1) 
move(mul(d(%0,4),%1,1),d(%0,4),1) 
move(add(d(%0,4),d(%1,4),l),d(%0,4),1) 

Map 

%0 -+ %0 %1 -+ %2 
%0 -+ %0 %1 -+ %3 
%0 -+ %0 %1 -+ %1 
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Constraint text is not renumbered because it is global to the rule. cchop analyzes each 

different register transfer that it sees. Using a small machine-dependent table of register 

name patterns, cchop records whether the transfer produces a register result, how many 

children (register inputs) it has, and what the operand number of the first input is (zero or 

one, depending upon whether the instruction develops its result into an input register). 

It needs this information to generate code to traverse the dag at compile-time. 

5.2 Intermediate code definition 

cchop reads a file of intermediate operation codes. This file contains each opcode charac

ter and defines the number of children of the operation (its arity) as well as the number 

of constant operands, and whether the operation returns a value in a register or not (its 

geneity). To construct a list of possible intermediate codes, cchop appends each type code 

to each opcode character. It then projects the type of the result. On the VAX. for example, 

type projection allows the naive code generator to confine itself to the addition of 32-bit 

integers and leave the production of shorter addition instructions to the optimizer. cchop 

collects names of intermediate opcodes from the code generation rules, and notes which 

intermediate opcodes have no rules. 

5.3 Rule constraints 

cchop symbolically intersects and simplifies each rule's constraints. For example, it sim

plifies these constraints: 

atoi(%1.str->h_txt)<=127; 



atoi(%l.str->h txt»=O; 
atoi(%1.str->h-txt)<=63; 
atoi(%1.str->h-txt»=-64 

to the equivalent set: 
atoi(%l.str->h txt»=O; 
atoi(%l.str->h txt)<=63 
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This set of constraints could arise from a pair of output instructions, one of which required 

offsets in the range [0,127] and the other in the range [-64,63]. Constraint simplification 

is usually simpler than this. After simplifying constraints, cchop looks to see if distinct 

variables on the output sides of the rule are constrained to be equal. If so, it replaces 

references to the higher-numbered variable in output patterns by references to the lower. 

5.4 Allocation signatures 

As mentioned above, cchop collects arity and geneity information for each intermedi

ate code operation. It also infers this information about each assembly instruction that 

it encounters by examining the instruction's register transfer string. cchop uses the in

struction's constraints to determine which allocatable registers can be assigned to each 

variable in the instruction. The result is the instruction's allocation signature. It contains 

the first and last child numbers for each instruction, the register type of the instruction's 

result or a flag indicating that the instruction has no result, and up to ten bit vectors that 

tell which registers can be assigned for each child and for the instruction's result. For 

all of the instructions on the VAX, there are only about 25 different signatures, so they 

are stored uniquely in order to save space. The signature table is emitted into the gener

ated compiler, together with a table that maps each instruction's opcode to its allocation 

signature entry. 

5.5 Instruction recognition 

Generated code generators emit assembly code. Code generation rules are, however, 

written using register transfer notation, so that the rule syntax is regular and the rules 
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are assembler-independent. The rule compiler converts transfers to assembly code, be

cause register transfers do not appear in the production compiler. Some register transfers 

are ambiguous; they describe more than one assembly code instruction. The code gener

ator resolves this ambiguity by selecting the cheapest assembly code instruction whose 

constra.ints are satisfied by the constraints on the code generation rule. (The constraints 

supplied with a rule apply to every pattern in the rule.) The instruction recognizer in 

the rule compiler differs from the one in comb, because comb's recognizer verifies that 

actual variable values satisfy instruction constraints, whereas cchop's verifies that the 

rule's constraints imply the instruction's constraints. To do this, it symbolically inter

sects the rule's constraints with the instruction's and verifies that the result equals the 

rule's constraints, so that the instruction makes no stricter requirement than the rule. 

Some constraints need not be tested. For example, the following rule on the MC68020 

combines a clr 1 instruction with a child that develops the address of a global variable, 

producing a more complex clrl instruction to clear the global directly: 
move( %O,a(%l,4),l);%1.kid->usect<=1;%2.str=="O" 
move(%2,m(a(%1,4),4),l) 
= 
move(%2,m(_%O,4),l) 

The running compiler checks the assembly instruction of the root input skeleton, with 

an explicit test, or a switch statement, or an invariant of the constructed code generator. 

In this case it will be a clrl instruction, which implies the constraint %2. str=="O". 

A constraint need not be checked if it is implied by some input instruction, because the 

input instruction' is already checked. In order to detect this situation, cchop keeps a 

list of everything that is implied by the input instructions. These implications (called 

implici t) are in the form of constraints and are stored with the optimization record. 

Implication is checked as above; if the intersection of implicit and the rule constraint 

equals implicit, implicit implies the constraint. Of course, if we can arrange that a 

variable's value is never checked, the compiler does not need to set it. 
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5.6 Adding and deleting rules 

If cchop just compiled code generation rules into code, the resulting code generator would 

sometimes generate suboptimal code. On the VAX for example, the rule 

eonstant-int 
= 
move(%1,r(%O,4),1) 

specifies that to load an integer constant, it suffices to allocate a register and move the 

constant into it. As this rule is written, the code generator must always generate a movl 

instruction, because that is the only instruction with no constraints that implements the 

register transfer. This is not optimal if the constant is zero. The optimizer can't im

prove this code, first because it doesn't generate l-to-l optimization rules, and second 

because the rule language can't describe an optimization that turns movl $%1, r%O into 

elrl r%O, because constraints are global to the rule. The rule 
move(%1,r(%O,4),1);%1=="O" 
= 
move(%1,r(%O,4),1) 

• won't work; it turns elrl into elrl. 

Therefore, the code generator ensures that all code generation rules generate locally op

timal code (with a one-instruction window). What is needed is the additional rule: 
eonstant-int;%l=="O" 
= 
move(%1,r(%O,4),1) 

This rule will test explicitly for a zero and generate a elrl in that case. Fortunately, 

cchop generates the latter rule automatically as it translates the former, so that the per

son writing the code generation rules doesn't have to. cchop accomplishes this as follows: 

When it is compiling the output side of a code generation rule, and the instruction recog

nizer returns an instruction whose constraints are not satisfied by the rule, cchop creates 

a copy of the rule and adds the unsatisfied constraints. It adds the new rule to its worklist 

of rules to translate. Both rules get incorporated into the code generator, which will use 

the more efficient instruction when possible. 
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This process adds some duplicate rules that must be eliminated.. For example, suppose a 

register transfer is equivalent to four different machine instructions, but the first instruc

tion has no constraints, the second has constraint x, the third has constraint y, and the 

fourth has both. Then when cchop translates a rule containing the unconstrained trans

fer, it will add two rules to its worklist, using the second and third instructions. Then 

when it translates those rules, it will add a rule using the fourth instruction twice. The 

rule compiler deletes duplicate rules. 

The addition of tests also introduces some other redundancies. Whenever a code 

generator performs a test, it risks drawing a distinction that makes no difference. 

On the MC68020, for example, there are at least four instructions that accomplish 

move (% 1, d ( % 0, 4 ) , 1), but two of them are spelled the same to the assembler. 

(movl #%1, r%O, with various bounds on the constant, yielding instructions with dif

ferent binary representations and costs). It is possible that the cost will affect optimiza

tion, but if it doesn't, there is no point in distinguishing between otherwise equivalent 

instructions. 

Therefore, if two rules have the same input and output patterns, and one rule makes 

stricter requirements, that rule is eliminated because the more general rule will make 

fewer tests and will have the same result. Also, if some rule generates a different instruc

tion than a more general rule, but its output cost is the same or greater, it too is eliminated. 

For example, if the destination is a MC68020 data register, the clrl instruction has the 

same cost (2 bytes and 3 clock cycles) as a moveq instruction, so the extra case analysis 

needed to generate a clrl instead of a moveq is wasted. The end result of adding cases 

and then filtering out excess ones is a code generator that does exactly the case analysis 

needed. to generate a (not "the") best single instruction for a given intermediate opcode. 

For example, to load a constant, the automatically-generated MC68020 code generator 
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tests the constant's rangei if it is between -128 and 127, it generates a moveq. Other

wise it generates a movl. For the purposes of naive code generation, there is no point in 

determining exactly what the movl costs, and no point in trying a clrl at all. 

cchop tries to generalize each optimization rule. To do this, it first isolates any use count 

constraint, because that depends on instruction costing, which depends on the other 

constraints. Then it deletes as many other constraints as it can and re-evaluates the cost 

of each instruction in the rule. It removes constraints from rules if it can do so without 

changing the resulting assembler patterns or the use count constraint. This results in a 

more general rule. The more general rule performs fewer tests and optimizes more code. 

It replaces the original rule and pOSSibly others. 

5.7 Rule order 

cchop sorts the rules that it reads into order depending on their last input pattern. At 

compile-time, this pattern will be at the root of the matched subdag. Within a single root 

input, rules are sorted by the number of the tested child instruction, so that rules testing 

the same child can share the instruction that loads its address. The rules are further sorted 

to bring together rules with common enabling conditions, and so that rules that generate 

cheaper instructions are checked before rules that generate more expensive ones. 

5.8 Node addressing 

The compiler must be able to address the nodes that it edits, so cchop constructs names 

for these nodes. The names are C expressions which, when executed in the context of 

a running compiler, yield the required addresses. When a compiler runs a rule, the 

node pointer r points to the rule's root input instruction. The compiler overwrites this 

instruction as it generates the root output instruction. For multiple-output rules, nodes 
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other than the root are named iO (for the leaf node), il (for ie's parent), and so forth. 

The input instruction nodes and innocent bystanders are named by use of expressions 

like r->var [xl. kid->·· ·->var [zl . kid. cchop flags transfers of pointers to nodes as 

it generates them. Later, it tallys creations and destructions of pointers to a given node 

and emits code to adjust the node's use count. 

Each operand %i within a pattern may represent a node pointer or a string pointer. cchop 

translates a use of %i for an input register number as %i. kid (a node pointer). %i gets 

similar treatment in intermediate code, if i is between 1 and the arity of the intermediate 

operator. cchop translates other occurrences of %i as %i. str (a string pointer). Within 

constraint texts the suffix must be provided explicitly. 

5.9 Assignments 

chop generates and optimizes code by rule-directed rewriting of expression dags. The 

rule compiler cchop turns the input side of a rule into code that runs in the generated 

compiler and tests the expression dag to see if the rule is applicable. It turns the output 

side of a rule into code that performs an optimization by rewriting the dag in place. The 

rewriting code is based on the desired output structure, and tells how the value for each 

field in the output nodes is to be computed. The result is a list of assignments. If the 

rule has several output nodes, the compiler executes statements to allocate new nodes. 

In addition, the compiler executes code to set the new node's assembler patterns, use 

counts, subordinate pointers, and identifier and constant string pointers. For example, 

the following rule for the MC68020 generates code to add an integer to a pointer: 
ptradd-int 
= 
move(d(%2,4),d(%O,4),1) 
move(mul(d(%O,4),%3,1),d(%O,4),1) 
move(add(d(%O,4),d(%1,4),1),d(%O,4),1) 
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opt switches on the case label for ptradd-int and dispatches to code that implements 

this rule: 
case 44: L44: 
opt (r->var[l] .kid); 
opt(r->var[2].kid); 
iO = ++nextins; 
i1 = ++nextins; 

1* ptradd-int *1 

The code first recurses on the children of the intermediate code node. Upon return, the 

children have been converted into optimized assembly language. The root of the output 

will be the root of the input, pointed to by'!:, but two more nodes must be allocated 

because the output has three instructions for the single input. 

iO->assem = 539; 1* movl d%l,d%O *1 
i1->assem = 549; 1* mulsl #%l,d%O *1 
r->assem = 541; 1* addl d%l,d%O *1 
iO->usect = 1; 
i1->usect = 1; 

These assignments set opcodes in the nodes and initialize usecounts. r points to the 

root output, i1 points to its child, and iO points to its grandchild. Node usecounts are 

usually initialized to one, but if the output side of the rule contains shared expressions 

(as does the common code for the modulo operator), usecounts will be initialized to 

something greater than one. Following this, the compiler gets down to the business 

of setting each variable in each output instruction. cchop determines the source of each 

output variable's value and emits code to generate the value at compile time. This results 

in a set of transfers to set the new values. After renumbering, the first output instruction 

pattern is movl d%l, d%O. As registers are not allocated yet, no value for %0 need be 

supplied. d%l (globally %2) refers to a child of the root input, hence the copy: 

iO->var[l] .kid = r->var[2] .kid; 

The second output instruction, after renumbering, is mulsl #%1, d%O. For this instruc-

tion, % 0 represents the result of the previous output instruction and % 1 is a compile-time 

constant pointed to by the root, hence the copies: 
i1->var[0].kid = iO; 
i1->var[1] .str = r->var[3] .str; 
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Finally, the root instruction after renumbering is addl d%l, d%O. d%l is a register input 

of the original root instruction. d%O is computed by the previous output instruction and 

copied on top of the original input node pointed to by r, hence the copies: 
r->var[l) .kid = r->var[l).kid; 
r->var[O) .kid = il: 

Of course, the first of these copies is eliminated because it is redundant. 

In the assignments above, the destination names are easily determined; they are just the 

variables in each output instruction. The source names are more complex. In addition to 

the sources mentioned above, a variable can denote a string constant taken from the rule's 

constraints (a compile-compile-time constant). For example, if the constraint % 5==" 8" is 

added to the example, references to % 5 would be resolved with hashed string pointers. 

It can also be a calculated string value, evaluated by executing code given in a constraint 

and using the values of other string variables, with the result hashed and installed in the 

string table at compile time. The VAX code generator uses this capability to map frame 

offsets when loading addresses of local variables. In the rule: 
local-int;%4.str==ilook{-4-atoi{%1.str->h_txt» 
= 
rnove{add{fp,%4,1},r{%O,4),1) 

references to %4 are satisfied at compile-time by evaluating the expression 
ilook{-4-atoi{r->i_kid[l).str->h_txt)} . 

This expression finds the textual value of % 4 pointed to by a field in the intermedia te 

code node, converts it to an integer, subtracts its value from -4, and converts that result 

back into a hashed string pointer. Finally, since registers are not allocated until after 

optimization, the variable may be left to be filled in by the register allocator. 

The output side of a rule turns into a list of assignments. However, the assignments will 

have the correct effect only if they are performed in parallel, because the rule compiler 

generates each assignment independently of the others, giving the value for each output 

in terms of the inputs rather than in terms of the partially-updated dag that is the result 

of executing previous assignments. Generating the assignments using parallel semantics 
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is convenient because they can be generated in any order and side-effects need not be 

accounted for. However, the compiler is actually implemented in a serial language. comb 

(which also edits the code dag) achieves the effect of parallel assignment by copying all 

values to the context vector before changing any of them, but the production compiler 

uses a faster method; it executes an equivalent set of serial assignments. The job of the 

collection of routines called doxfers is to convert a set of parallel assignments to equiv

alent serial ones. Each assignment given to doxfers supplies source and destination 

names, plus a comment string and a sequence number. All assignments with the same 

sequence number have parallel semantics. For example, cchop could call doxfers with 

these two assignments to exchange the first and second children of the root node: 

Destination 

r->var[l] .kid 
r->var[2] .kid 

Source 

r->var[2] .kid 
r->var[l] .kid 

Sequence 

1 
1 

Assignments with different sequence numbers have serial semantics. The rule compiler 

serializes between output nodes as it builds the output chain from the bottom up, so 

that output nodes can refer to the output nodes below them, which have already been 

allocated. To normalize its input, doxfers first eliminates serial semantics by forward 

substitution between batches of assignments with different sequence numbers (much as 

comb simulates the total effect of serial instruction execution). The result is an eqUivalent 

list of assignments to be executed in parallel. 

In this account, transfers with parallel semantics are separated by semicolons, while 

groups of assignments with serial semantics are separated by commas, so that the trans

fers above can be written: 
r->var[l] .kid=r->var[2] .kid; r->var[2] .kid=r->var[l] .kid 

doxfers tries to do all assignments in place; it copies a value into a temporary only if 

necessary. 
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On its face doxf er s has a simple task: to serialize a set of parallel assignments. If 

all of the values were simple variables, this could be done with a topological sort. 

One temporary might be needed to unwind dependency loops. However, the val

ues in our problem are pointer expressions. The presence of cycles in the assignment 

graph is neither necessary nor sufficient to require the use of temporaries. It is not 

sufficient because, for example, the set of assignments a=b; b=a; c=a can be imple

mented as c=a, a=b, b=c. It is not necessary because some values are required for 

other purposes than as the source of an assignment. For example, if an assignment 

of the form r->var [0] . kid=r->var [1] . kid->var [2] . kid->var [1] . kid has to 

be performed, it is necessary to preserve the initial values of r, r->var [1] • kid, and 

r->var [1] • kid->var [2] . kid just for addressing purposes. Any assignment that 

would destroy the only copy of any of these values must be deferred . 

• 

• 

Var[Ol.~ ~r[11.kid 
• • 

var [1] .kid 

\ 

....... . 
' . ...... 

• 

Fig. 5.2. Graph representation of 

........ ...... 
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• 

var[2].kid 

r->var[O] .kid->var[l] .kid = r->var[l] .kid->var[2] .kid 
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doxfers builds a graph to represent the compiler's instruction dag (Fig. 5.2). The graph 

has labeled directed edges and unlabeled vertices. Paths in the graph, starting at the 

graph's single root vertex, represent pointer expressions. For example, the pointer ex

pression r->var [1] . kid->var [2] . kid corresponds to the unique path of edges la

beled r, var [1] . kid, and var [2] . kid from the graph's root. The vertex reached 

represents the value of the pointer expression; it can be another pointer or a scalar. Ver

tices represent the values of the expressions that terminate at the vertex. An assign

ment such as r->var [0] . kid->var [1] . kid = r->var [1] . kid->var [2] . kid, is 

performed by moving the edge labeled var [1] . kid exiting the node originally reached 

by r->var [0] . kid to point to the node originally reached by r->var [1] . kid. If no 

such edge labeled var [ 1] . kid originally existed then one will be added. After the up

date, the path labeled r, var [0] . kid, var [1] . kid now reaches the same vertex as r, 

var [1] . kid, var [2] . kid. In this example, the vertex reached by the path labeled r, 

var [0] . kid and that reached by the path labeled r, var [1] . kid, var [2] . kid are 

called the endpoints of the assignment. To model the addressability requirements of the 

pointer assignment problem, an edge can only be moved if its endpOints are reachable 

from the root. Initially the endpoints of every assignment are reachable, but perform

ing an assignment may destroy every path to some vertex that is an endpoint for an

other, pending assignment. The problem, then, is to find a safe ordering for moving the 

edges. If no such ordering exists, temporaries can be introduced to point to endangered 

vertices. A temporary is a uniquely-labeled edge emanating from the root. We would 

like an ordering that uses the fewest number of assignments to temporaries. Sometimes 

more than one temporary is needed; for example, the parallel assignments a=a->b; 

a->a=a->a->b; a->b=a->a->a; a->a->b=b cannot be serialized with just one tem

porary. But doxfers has never needed more than one in practice. Serializing such a set 

of parallel pointer assignments, using the minimum number of assignments, is similar to 
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a problem that is known to be NP-complete [Seth73]. 

Aliasing cannot complicate generating these assignments. For an alias to occur, some 

node would have to be referenced more than once by the nodes being rewritten. But 

chop only overwrites the root node and known doomed nodes. The nodes being rewritten 

cannot reference the root at all, and in order to determine that a node is doomed, chop 

will have to know of all pointers to it, in order to determine that they are all being 

destroyed. In order to determine this, chop must be able to collect enough information 

to know of all potential aliases, and known aliases are not problems. 

doxfers supports the use of function calls as sources of assignments. From its point of 

view, the only difference between a function call and a normal data item is that a normal 

data item may be used as the source of an assignment many times, whereas a function 

call may only be used once. doxf er s interprets a parallel pair of calls in its input as 

a single call, so that a=f ( ) ; b=f () calls f once. Serial pairs represent multiple calls. 

doxfers appends the sequence number to each function call, to distinguish between 

different occurrences. After doxfers moves an edge to point to a function vertex, it 

deletes the original path to that vertex. This has the effect of requiring other uses of the 

function's value to reference the variable instead of calling the function again, so that the 

above will be serialized as a=f () ,b=a. 

5.10 Optimizing the optimizer 

A post-processor performs several optimizations on the source of the generated optimizer 

itself. It replaces repeated comparisons against constants with switch statements. On 

the VAX, for example, chopO finds 148 rules that optimize dags rooted at store-indirect 

instructions. These rules combine the computation of a value with the value's storage into 

memory. The optimizer contains a linear sequence of tests to determine the identity of 
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the instruction that performs the computation. When the length of the sequence exceeds 

a threshold, it is replaced with a switch. The best threshold depends on the particular 

machine and compiler, but was found to be 16 for one common VAX. C compiler. 

The post-optimizer removes tail-recursive calls on the opt routine and nests out repeated 

tests of a given condition. For example, it factors out the comparison of b's opcode in 

the following pair of rules: 

case 221: L221: 1* sub13 $%2,r%1,r%0 *1 

if (b->assem==538 1* add12 r%3,r%0 *1 
&& r->var[2].str==&Hnodes[1] 
&& b->var[O].kid->mark==l) { 
iO = b; 
b->assem = 119; 1* add13 r%2,r%1,r%0 *1 
r->assem = 835; 1* decl r%O *1 
r->var[O] .kid = b; 
b->var[2] .kid = b->var[l] .kid; 
b->var[l] .kid = b->var[O] .kid; 
r->var[l] .str = r->var[2] .str; 
b->mark = r->mark; 
opt(iO, maxu); 
return; 
} 

if (b->assem==538 1* add12 
&& atoi(r->var[2] .str->h txt»=O 
&& atoi(r->var[2].str->h-txt)<=63 
&& b->var[O].kid->mark==l) { 
iO = b; 

r%3,r%0 *1 

b->assem = 119; 
r->assem = 510; 

1* add13 r%2,r%1,r%O *1 
1* sub12 $%l,r%O *1 

r->var[O].kid = b; 
b->var[2] .kid = b->var[l] .kid; 
b->var[l] .kid = b->var[O] .kid; 
r->var[l].str = r->var[2].str; 
b->mark = r->mark; 
opt(iO, maxu); 
return; 
} 

The purpose of the assignments to b->mark is explained in Chapter 6. The post-optimizer 

also eliminates the tail-recursive calls to opt in the example above, replacing them with 

assignments r = b and direct jumps to Ll19. This saves a switch execution. Since 

the switch is not executed, the assignments b->assem = 119 are not necessary; they 

are eliminated also. Uses of iO are replaced by uses of b, and the assignment iO = b is 
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eliminated. When the code generator code is compiled, common VAX and Sun compilers 

eliminate the jump to Ll19 by moving the, code preceding it to the front of the label's 

definition. 

The order of assignments in optimization bodies is chosen to be amenable to cross

jumping optimization [Wulf75]; the last seven lines of each body are identical, and they 

end in a jump to the same label, so an optimizing compiler can arrange for them to share 

code. cchop orders assignments by giving each one a prioIity and passing it to doxfers. 

When doxfers has more than one safe assignment to emit, the one with the lowest pri

ority goes first. Assignments to assem fields are the most likely to differ between rules, 

so these assignments get low priorities, and doxfers emits them first. 

Finally, the post-optimizer eliminates some inefficiencies in the adjustments of use counts. 

For example, the code: 

r->var[l] .kid->var[l] .kid->usect++; 
if (--r->var[l] .kid->usect == 0) 

r->var[l] .kid->var[l] .kid->usect--; 

is replaced by: 

if (--r->var[l] .kid->usect != 0) 
r->var[l] .kid->var[l].kid->usect++; 

The first rule shown above uses 13 VAX instructions after optimization. This is slightly 

longer than average. Rules containing atoi calls execute more instructions, but these 

calls can be eliminated by changing the front end. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Register Allocation 

6.1 Introduction 

World-class register allocation was not a goal of this research, but in order to evaluate 

the overall quality of the emitted code, reasonably good register allocation is required. 

More precisely, my goals were: First, to do a reasonable job of register allocation. The 

compiler should reuse registers where possible in a dag. It should handle two-operand 

instructions (which must reuse input registers). Second, to have a flexible interface be

tween code generation and register allocation, so that a more comprehensive allocator 

could be substituted for my simple one. Third, to eliminate phase ordering problems 

by running the register allocator concurrently with code generation. Fourth, to run fast. 

In particular, instruction recognition is too slow for chop1 to use, even in the register 

allocator. I have met all goals but the third, and will argue that it is inconsistent with the 

others. 

6.2 On the need for flexibility 

Register allocation is a much-studied problem. Optimal allocation is easy in simple cases, 

but NP-complete in most practical situations (such as in the presence of common sub ex

pressions [Brun76]). Much recent work on register allocation has focused on graph col

oring algorithms [Chai81] [Tum85] [Chow81] [Hilf86]. Modem allocators are allocating 

registers over large sections of the program, across blocks, procedures, or entire programs 
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[Wa1l86]. Despite progress, however, the poor quality of compiler register allocation is 

probably the biggest difference between compiled code and handwritten code [Saba88]. 

Compiler register allocators are still poor at deciding how to allocate the register pool 

among global program variables, local subroutine variables, and temporaries. They are 

also poorer than human coders at using registers to pass arguments into functions. They 

are typically unable to rewrite functions in light of the calls to the functions, or to take 

advantage of function arguments that can be commuted. chop should be flexible with re

spect to register allocation, in order to accommodate future allocators that address some 

of these problems. chop's interface with the register allocator gives it the information 

that it needs in a format that is independent of the target machine and of any particular 

allocation technology. 

chop does not currently demand much of register allocatimvsince its optimizations are 

all performed within basic blocks, and every value is either stored or lost at the end of 

each block. Its model of register allocation costs is rudimentary, for example, when chop 

is considering whether to create a common subexpression, the register that will hold the 

cse value is assumed to cost nothing. chop also fails to consider the costs of instructions 

needed to spill and reload registers. If chop were extended with data-flow analysis to 

allow common sub expressions to cross basic blocks, register lifetimes would be extended, 

and these costs would need to be modelled more accurately. The cost of holding a cse 

in a register for the entire execution of a procedure is not close to zero. A more global 

approach to register allocation would be needed. 

6.3 Common subexpressions 

chop gets some common sub expressions from the front end (in x += 1, for example, the 

front end builds a dag containing the address of x as a c~mmon subexpression). It dis

covers others as it builds the intermediate code dag. When the front end calls emi t with 
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an opcode and operands, chop builds a node for it. Then it calls a routine, csesearch. 

This routine maintains a cache of expressions that have already been emitted. If the new 

expression is duplicated in the cache, csesearch increments the old copy's use count 

and returns a pointer to the old copy. Otherwise it enters the new expression into the 

cache and returns its address. The cache is cleared at function calls, labels, and stores 

into memory. 

chop has good integration between common subexpression elimination and optimization. 

For example, if a value is expensive to calculate and is used several times, chop avoids 

folding its development into one of the instructions that uses it. 

The Bliss-ll compiler [Wulf75, page 48-50] optimizes code that contains common sub ex

pressions. When compiling the expressions x = a; y = a on the PDP-l1 (where a is a 

common subexpression), the usual course is to load a into a register and then store it into 

x and y, requiring three instructions. If a is a simple variable, however, the Bliss compiler 

correctly prefers two memory-to-memory moves. If the value of a is only used twice, but 

its address is referenced elsewhere (as on the left-hand-side of an assignment), the Bliss 

compiler can make the address a common subexpression and carry it in a register. chop 

has these capabilities too. It choses the least costly option as given by the costs defined 

in the MD. But the Bliss compiler makes these decisions in a distinct phase, where chop 

does so with a few automatically generated rules in the peephole optimizer. chop avoids 

phase ordering problems and offers economy of mechanism. 

6.4 Phase ordering problems 

A phase ordering problem arises when each of two phases of a compiler use information 

developed by the other. For example, some register allocation decisions must be made 

in order to generate good code, and the register allocator needs good code in order to 
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make good allocation decisions. Of the many different ways of handling phase ordering 

problems [Leve79], one is to combine the phases and make binding decisions in a data

driven order rather than in phase-order. This was what I tried to do with respect to the 

code optimization and register allocation phases. The idea was to maintain the code dag 

with registers allocated at all times and to improve the register allocation along with the 

instructions. 

The most important optimization that local register allocation performs is to arrange for 

instructions to reuse their inputs. When this is possible, it usually results in a cheaper, 

two-address instruction format. It also facilitates efficient use of registers, because a two

address instruction moves a live value into a register at the same time the register's old 

value dies. A node's lone. parent can safely reuse the node's result register, but if a node 

has more than one parent, only its last (in postorder) can destroy the register. Unfortu

nately, code optimization can change a node with one parent into a node with two. For 

example, if the nodes in Fig. 6.1 are assembly language instructions, node D can reuse 

the input passed from E. If nodes c and D combine, the remaining D (now used only by 

B) will be the first of E's two parents. If D sets the register that holds E's result, that value 

will not be available for use by the combined C+D. Therefore, an efficient allocation can

not be maintained together with ongoing optimization, because optimization turns good 

register reuses into incorrect ones. Someday it may be worthwhile to see what perfor

mance penalties are incurred by a system that re-allocates the dag whenever something 

like Fig. 6.1 happens. 

6.5 Intra-instruction register allocation 

chop's allocation differs from that used by po [Davi81] in that chop uses neither pseudo

registers nor obituaries. These constructs permit expressions to be linearized and written 
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E 

Fig. 6.1. Dis E's only parent. 

to a file for later processing. chop does not linearize expressions because its data struc

tures reside in memory. But the two systems share some common issues. In his master's 

thesis [Crow82], Crowley describes a change he made to po's allocator to search for a 

good destination register to allocate for some instruction. Before allocating a general 

register for the result, Crowley's system tries each of the instruction's input registers for 

which this instruction is the last use. This turns some three-address instructions into two

address variants. It is necessary to try the instruction with each input register allocated 
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as a destination, as some two-operand instructions are cheaper than others. On the VAX, 

for example, 
move(sub(r(%O,4),r(%1,4),1),r(%O,4),1) 

can be implemented as sub12 r%l, r%O whereas 
move(sub(r(%O,4),r(%1,4),1),r(%1,4),1) 

actually requires the three-operand form sub13 r%l, r%O, r%1. If the operation is com-

mutative, an equivalent instruction with commuted operands may be cheaper than the 

original version. This technique requires that instructions be recognized and costed as 

registers are allocated, which violates one of my goals. 

chop cannot cost instructions during register allocation as Crowley's system does, but it 

incorporates a form of Crowley's changes during optimization. While optimizing, chop 

reuses a register within an instruction if it can establish that it is safe to do so. If a node 

and all its ancestors have one parent each up to the root, no optimization can cause the 

node to have two parents. Therefore, chop maintains one additional field in each node. 

This field (called mar k) contains the maximum use count of any ancestor of the node, 

including the node itself. If chop is con..c;idering optimizing a node to reuse an input 

register, and the mark of the child that sets that register is 1, then no optimization can 

increase it (or any of its ancestors' use counts) above 1, so it is safe to reuse the register 

for a result. Also, in order for node E to acquire a second parent, node D must participate 

in an optiinization as an input. So, it is safe to change a three-address parent into a two

address parent if the resulting instruction doesn't appear on the input side of any rule. 

This could be easily implemented in the rule compiler, because it knows all the rules. 

This technique has the effect of isolating the bad effects of common sub expressions, and 

reusing registers to the extent that the input is tree-like. It amounts to very local (intra

instruction) register allocation, for the instruction is marked as reusing an input register 

even though the register's name is not yet known. A sophisticated allocator might change 
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chop's allocation decisions. For example, even though the register is known to be avail

able, it might be better to load a new register with the new result, leaving the old one 

free for an upcoming requirement that only it can satisfy. chop makes reasonable alloca

tion decisions as it generates and optimizes code. This gives it reasonably accurate costs 

for the code that it is working with, which is important in order to generate good code. 

After the code is generated and optimized, the allocator makes final register allocation 

decisions and may in effect change the costs of some instructions. 

6.6 The allocator 

chop's register allocator processes a dag after it has been optimized. It works on sets of 

registers represented by bit vectors, using a targeting approach [Wulf75]. To avoid having 

to recognize instructions in the allocator, the rule compiler emits a table of signatures 

(section 5.4) that describes the allocation information needed about each instruction. This 

information includes the number of register inputs to the instruction, the number of the 

first input, and a bit vector for each operand giving the legal registers for that operand. 

The rule compiler infers this information from the MD. 

The allocator and code emitter are integrated in a routine called ernitdag. It is called 

with a pointer to the root of the dag and a target set of registers represented in a bit 

vector. If possible, one of the registers in the target set should receive the result of the 

dag. Available registers are indicated by a bit vector (the freelist). The allocator pro

cesses the nodes of the dag in post-order, flagging nodes to avoid processing common 

subexpressions twice. After calling itself recursively for each child of the node, the allo

cator moves the children's results into legal operand locations for the instruction. It then 

frees any input registers for which this is the last use and allocates a new location for 

the node's result. Then it emits the instruction text, instantiating variable values into the 

instruction's skeleton as it copies the result into the output buffer. 



The recursive call that traverses the dag is: 
if (ins->mark > 0) { 

ins->mark = -ins->usect; 
for (i = each child of ins) { 

I * first encounter? * I 
1* flag node * I 

} 

} 

mask = signature(ins, i); 
if (i == 0 && (mask & target) 1= 0) 

mask &= target; 
ins->var[i] .str = emitdag(ins->var[i].kid, mask) ; 
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The allocator supplies a target set to its recursive call for each child of the node. Because 

the current instruction will use the child's result as an input, the child's target set consists 

of registers that may legally serve as that input to the current instruction. For example, the 

VAX. ret instruction returns the value of rO, so that node's child will be passed a target 

set containing only rOo If the current node reuses an input register, the target set passed 

down is the intersection of the current node's target set and the current node's signature 

entry for the operand, if this intersection is not empty. If it is empty, a register from the 

signature is preferred over one from the current node's target set, because otherwise an 

instruction to move the child's value to an appropriate register will be required. In this 

case, the current node's result will probably have to be moved into one of the current 

node's targets, but it does no harm to defer generating the move. The allocator is not 

constrained to return a register in the target set, because at most one move instruction is 

implied, and it may as well be generated higher up in the dag [Wulf75]. 

After processing each child, the allocator repositions any inputs that are not in legal 

registers for the current instruction, as determined by the instruction's signature. This 

has the dual effect of reloading spilled values as required and of handling those cases 

when a subordinate node could not conveniently target a legal input register. A value 

can be moved to any free register in the signature entry for its operand. If the operand 

is reused, the register should also be in the instruction's target set if possible. 



The code that repositions input operands for a node is roughly: 
for (i = each child of ins) { 

curr = bit number of location holding operand i; 

} 

if «1 « curr) & signature(ins, i» new = curr; 
else { 

} 

I * find a good location for the operand * I 
mask = freelist & signature(ins, i); 
if (i == 0 && (mask & target» 

mask &= target; 
if (mask == 0) abort("no regs!"); 
new = lowbit(mask); 
freelist = freelist & -(1 «new) I (1« curr); 
move register curr to new 

ins->var[i] .str = registername(new); 
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The intersection of (1 « curr) with signature (ins, i) detennines if the operand 

is already in a legal location for this instruction. If it is, no movement is needed. If not, 

the allocator tries to find a free legal register. If this is operand zero (the result operand), 

the allocator also tries to find a register that is one of the targets passed down from above. 

The allocator then frees all registers for which this node is the last use. The allocator must 

be able to tell whether some usage is the node's first use, some intervening use, or its 

last use. As the mark field in each node is initially positive, it is used to signal the first 

use. At that point, the mark field is set to the negative of the node's use count. It is then 

counted upward to zero, which signals the node's last use. The mark field then requires 

no initialization when the instruction node is next allocated. 

After freeing inputs, the allocator allocates the node's output register if it has one. Tem

porary (spill) locations are assigned high bit numbers. They are therefore registers of last 

resort, so an instruction can compute its result directly into a spill location if no register 

is available, and if that destination is legal for the instruction. The code that implements 

this is: 

mask = signature(ins, 0) ; 1* legal for result *1 
if (mask & target) 

mask &= target; 1* desirable for target *1 
if (mask & freelist) 

mask &= freelist; 1* available *1 
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The allocator prefers a result location that is legal, available, and desirable. A location is 

legal if the machine can use the location for the given operand (the result in this case). 

A location is available if it is on the freelist. A location is desirable if it is in the target set 

passed down from the dag nodes above this one. All this information is contained in bit 

vectors, and the vectors are intersected until the intersection would be empty. If a result 

location satisfies all three goals, no extra movement will be needed. Satisfying the first 

two goals means that one move may be needed to position the result as input to a higher 

dag node. Satisfying only the first requirement means that at least one movement and 

pOSSibly two will be needed, one to save the value currently held by the location and 

pOSSibly another to restore it later. The allocator settles for legal and available, or for just 

legal, if necessary. 

The allocator uses a trick described by Knuth [Knut81] to find the lowest 1 bit in a vector 

quickly. To allocate two adjacent registers, it would generate the intersection 
freelist & (freelist » 1) & 01010101 ... 01 

and find the lowest bit in that. 

6.7 Summary 

chop's register allocator is fast and Simple. Its interface is flexible, so that the allocator can 

be easily replaced by a different one. The current allocator operates using bit vectors, and 

if the word size of the target machine is large enough, does not need a loop to search the 

register space. It handles common subexpressions, but does not reorder code. It handles 

spills and reloads as special cases of operand repositioning. The register allocator itself 

contains no executable code that is machine-dependent. 

At the same time, there are several things that could be done to improve the existing 

system. For example, registers are repositioned independently of one another. A repo

sitioning strategy that operated on all of an instruction's required register movements 
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at once might produce better results. The algorithm would be similar to that of section 

5.9, except that destinations would be sets of locations instead of just locations. Even 

more global repositioning strategies could take into account several instructions at once, 

to try to reduce the total amount of repositioning required. More fundamentally, register 

classes are determined by the optimizer, in virtue of the fact that they are mentioned in 

skeletons. Therefore it is impossible to defer determination of register class until alloca

tion time, which would be desirable. The inability to do this thwarts some of the features 

mentioned above. For example, it is currently almost but not quite possible to substitute 

the name of a spill location for that of a register. In order to solve this problem, the 

syntax in register transfer skeletons that determines register classes must be factored out 

of the skeletons. This would in tum require representing inter-operand constraints for 

each allocation signature, perhaps in the form of a DFA. This will become important as 

less orthogonal machines are targeted. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Summary 

This chapter evaluates the project's results and suggests directions for future research. 

chop incorporates several new techniques. Code generation and optimization are ex

pressed with a single formalism, namely rules that rewrite dags. These rules are com

piled into a single procedure that performs code generation and optimization. The two 

are so tightly integrated that assembly opcodes often need not be instantiated, because 

they are implicit in the flow of control. 

The optimization rules are inferred automatically by the bottom level of a two-level train

ing compiler. The bottom level of the training compiler performs optimizations by what

ever means (currently symbolic substitution and simplification). The top level watches 

the bottom level go through its paces. It records the tests and the edits that the bottom 

level makes upon the input dag. These tests and edits are expressed as rules, turned 

back into C code and incorporated into a compiler. This compiler performs some of the 

same tests as the original one. It omits tests that were not of the input code. The input 

code is the only variable input to the training compiler, so an information-theoretic ar

gument suggests that tests of the input suffice to do whatever the interpretive compiler 

did. It omits tests that failed, i.e. did not eventually result in an edit of the input code. 

The production compiler, chopt, performs all of the edits that the original compiler did 

and in the same order. chop1 does not know or care why it performs the tests and the 

operations that it does. It is totally independent of the rule inference system. The result-
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ing compiler is fast and easy to retarget. It handles commons subexpressions well, and 

generates code comparable to that generated by locally-optimal dynamic-programming 

code generators, which run more slowly and don't handle dags. 

7.1 Measurements 

chop's primary goals are ease of retargeting and compile speed. To facilitate retargeting, 

chop has a minimum of machine-dependency, and most of that is non-procedural. For 

a rough comparison, the following table summarizes the machine dependencies of four 

VAX. compilers; chop, the Y compiler (which uses po), the Portable C Compiler pcc, and 

the GNU C Compiler gcc: 

chop 
yc 
pcc 
gcc 

Total lines 
(sans C comments) 

15000 
8300 

13400 
63000 

Machine dependent 
procedural 

260 
670 
830 
550 

Machine dependent 
non-procedural 

570 
180 
840 

2275 

The source for chop is about as long as that for pcc, but chop has very few machine

dependent procedures. One machine-dependent C file contains about 50 lines of tables 

but nothing executable. Another contains 10 lines to spill registers for the register allo

cator, 22 lines to emit function headers, 8 lines to emit function trailers, and 130 lines of 

code borrowed from pcc to emit C "switch" statements, which require machine-specific 

code for the best results. The instruction recognition system contains about 100 lines of 

target-specific semantic action routines (e.g. to specify that MC68020 address registers 

can't participate in byte operations). New machines may require additional algebraic 

simplification code, but the simplifier itself is machine independent. For example, it 

has no embedded notions of instruction costs; it can turn shifts into multiplication and 

vice-versa. 
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The size of chop is comparable to that of other compilers. For example, ehop is smaller 

than both pee and gee on the MC68020, but larger than pee on the VAX. The following 

gives code and initialized data sizes for these three compilers on the VAX and MC68020, 

in kilobytes: 

Compiler Code Data 

MC68020 gee 455 8 
pee 184 56 

chop 120 56 
VAX gee 354 6 

pee 85 14 
ehop 133 56 

To test compile speed and code efficiency, the following benchmarks were compiled on 

the VAX 8650 and MC68020. 8q executes too quickly for accurate benchmarking; 12q 

solves the same problem on a 12x12 board. 

Name Description 

12q twelve-queens 
grep search for regular expressions 
ptx generate permuted index 
seom source comparison 
sort system sort 

Benchmarks were compiled and run on the VAX and MC68020, using chopl, pee, and 

the GNU C compiler gee, at the default level of optimization, so the system compilers 

were processing source as fast as possible. The ee and gee commands were not used; to 

avoid this overhead, the source was pre-processed in advance and run directly through 

llib/eeom and gee-eel. Compile times for these programs on a VAX 8650 were as follows: 1 

chop ideal ehop pee gee 

l2q2 .122 .109 .171 .139 
seom 1.3 1.2 1.5 1.5 
sort 28 2.5 3.2 3.2 
ptx 1.5 1.3 1.9 1.9 
grep' 1.1 1.0 1.2 1.2 

1 System plus user times; median of five runs after one unmeasured run to reduce paging 
anomalies. Executions were cycled (gee, pee, ehop, ... ) to reduce the effects of transient 
system loads. 

2 Time to compile 100 copies divided by 100. 
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The column labelled "ideal chop" removes unnecessary overhead costs for calls on atoi, 

ilook, and emit; these can be easily eliminated by tailoring the front end. a toi converts 

strings to integers. ilook is its inverse; it converts numbers into hashed string pointers. 

The following gives a breakdown of comparative timings for pcc and chop for the first 

compilation above, where chop runs in 71 % of the time that pcc takes. The percentages 

are normalized to 100% of pcc's time. The figures for chop are measured; the figures for 

pcc are estimates based on these measurements and some calculations. 

Lexical analysis 
Parsing and semantic analysis 
Code generation and optimization 
Overhead 
Code emission 

Total 

pcc 

8% 
43% 
44% 
0% 
5% 

100% 

chop 

8% 
43% 

6% 
9% 
5% 

71% 

So chop's code generator is at least seven times faster than pcc's. chop generates code 

that is about as efficient as that generated by pcc and gec. chop ignores C "register" 

declarations because they are largely independent of instruction selection. Except for 

deleting such declarations, the benchmarks were compiled and run unchanged. The 

following table gives the code (not data) size of each program in bytes: 

12q 
pix 
grep 
scorn 
sort 

chop pec gee 

342 
5105 
3265 
4133 
6039 

384 
4761 
2873 
4239 
5865 

330 
4952 
3095 
4250 
6104 

The following table gives runtimes for each program on a VAX 8650. pix executes sort 

to do most of its work, so pix was not timed. 

12q 
grep 
scorn 
sort 

chop 

26.5 
1.5 
8.2 
6.1 

pce 

26.2 
1.4 
8.1 
5.9 

gec 

25.7 
1.5 
8.2 
6.0 
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Appel uses a queens-search example (Fig. 7.1) in a report describing his work with 

the dynamic-programming code generator twig [Appe87]. This example is written in a 

Pascal-like language. twig is a good basis for comparison, because it generates locally 

optimal code for trees using a dynamic programming algorithm. This program was 

translated into C and compiled using chop. 

var diag1 : array [2 .. 36] of boolean; 
diag2 : array [-17 .. 17] of boolean; 
row: array [1. .18] of integer; 
col: array [1. .18] of boolean; 

procedure try (n : integer); 
var i : integer; 
begin if n > 18 

then exit(O); 
else for i := 1 to 18 do 

end 

if not (col [i] <> 0 
or else diagl [i+n] 
or else diag2 [i-n] ) 

then begin col [i] = 1; 
diag1 [i+n] = 1; 
diag2 [i-n] = 1; 
row [n] = i; 
try(n+1); 
col [i] = 0; 
diag1 [i+n] = 0; 
diag2 [i-n] = 0; 

end 

Fig. 7.1. try. 

Figure 7.2 displays the outputs that chop and twig generate on the VAX for this routine. 

No compiler can achieve global optimality (on programs that accept arbitrarily large in

puts) because this is equivalent to deciding whether two programs are equivalent, which 

is in turn equivalent to the halting problem. In code generation literature, generally, ''lo

cally optimal" differs from "optimal" in that variables may not be kept in registers, call 

sequences may be too general, expressions may be recomputed unnecessarily, and the 

rules of algebra may not be used, e.g. a compiler might compute both - i and - i + 1, even 

though these two expressions are always equal on two's-complement machines. Also, an 
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twig chop 

_try: _try: 
.word 0 .word L18 
sub12 $4,sp sub12 $L19,sp 
crnpl 4(ap),$18 crnpl 4(ap),$18 
jleq L3 jleq L20 
pushl $0 clrl -(sp) 
calls $l,_exit calls $l,_exit 
jrnp L4 jbr L24 
L3: L20: 
rnovl $1,-4(fp) rnovl $1,-4(fp) 
L2: L25: 
rnovab *-4(fp),rll crnpl -4(fp),$18 
tstb _col+-l (rll) jgtr L24 
jneq Ll rnovl -4(fp),rO 
add13 4(ap),-4(fp),rll tstb _col+-l (rO) 
tstb _diagl+-2(rll) jneq L26 
jneq Ll add13 4(ap),-4(fp),rO 
sub13 4(ap),-4(fp),rll tstb _diagl+-2(rO) 
tstb _diag2+17 (rll) jneq L26 
jneq Ll sub13 4(ap),-4(fp),rO 
rnovab *-4(fp),rll tstb _diag2+17 (rO) 
rnovb $l,_col+-l(rll) jneq L26 
add13 4(ap),-4(fp),rll rnovl -4(fp),rO 
rnovb $1,_diagl+-2(rll) rnovb $l,_col+-l(rO) 
sub13 4 Oip) , -4 (fp), rll add13 4(ap),-4(fp),rO 
rnovb $1,_diag2+17 (rll) rnovb $1,_diagl+-2(rO) 
rnovab *4(ap),rll sub13 4(ap),-4(fp),rO 
rnovab *-4(fp),_row+-4[rll] rnovb $1, _diag2+17 (rO) 
add13 $1,4(ap),-(sp) movl 4(ap),rO 
calls $1, _try rnovl -4 (fp),_row+-4(rO) , 
rnovab *-4(fp),rll add13 $1,4(ap),-(sp) 
clrb _col+-l (rll) calls $1, _try 
add13 4(ap),-4(fp),rll rnovl -4(fp),rO 
clrb _diagl+-2(rll) clrb _col+-l (rO) 
sub13 4(ap),-4(fp),rll add13 4(ap),-4(fp),rO 
clrb _diag2+17 (rll) clrb _diagl+-2(rO) 
Ll: sub13 4(ap),-4(fp),rO 
add13 $1,-4(fp),rll clrb _diag2+17 (rO) 
rnovl rll,-4(fp) L26: 
crnpl rll,$18 incl -4 (fp) 
jleq L2 jbr L25 
L4: L24: 
ret ret 

. set L18,O 

.set L19,4 

Fig. 7.2 twig and chop results for try. c. 
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optimizing compiler will never do as well as an assembly language programmer with no 

time constraints, for the same reason that automatic text formatting programs cannot do 

line justification as well as humans. In both cases, the human has a degree of freedom 

that the program lacks: the ability to change the problem slightly to make it easier to 

solve. 

The VAX codes that chop and twig generate for this routine are almost identical. In the 

twig output, the loop control code has been rotated to the bottom of the loop. This may 

be a function of the front end. chop does not do this because it buffers no more than one 

basic block. twig uses one more register than chop does. twig uses two instructions to 

increment i where one would suffice, because twig deals only in trees; chop works with 

the more general dags. twig uses rnovab *4 (ap) , rll to load the value of n, whereas 

chop uses rnovl 4 (ap) , rl1. These two instructions have the same cost. chop breaks 

such ties by using the instruction with the shortest assembler language string. 

On the MC68020, the benchmarks compiled in the following times: 

chop pce gcc 

12q .267 .647 .635 
scorn 3.1 6.2 6.9 
sort 6.7 11.6 13.8 
ptx 3.9 7.9 9.3 
grep 3.0 5.2 6.1 

The following gives the code size for each program (without associated library code) on 

the MC68020: 

chop pee gee 

12q 434 508 452 
ptx 5986 6172 6106 
grep 3962 3680 3680 
scorn 4624 4858 5260 
sort 7316 7074 7292 



Runtimes for benchmarks on the MC68020: 

l2q 
grep 
seom 
sort 

chop 

87.8 
5.8 

42.4 
35.2 

pec 

118.3 
5.8 

42.2 
30.2 

gce 

104.5 
5.5 

42.6 
30.5 3 
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ehopO and ehopl generate the same code when compiling the training set, because chopl 

has all of the optimization rules that it needs by construction. On new programs, chopl 

can fail to optimize adjacencies that were not in the training set. In practice, this is not 

a problem. For example, in one experiment the hop system was trained on 5000 lines 

of code [Davi87]. Then it was tested on new code, and its output was within 2% of 

po's. Some of the differences were not due to training failures but rather to control-flow 

optimizations that po performs but hop and chop do not. For example, po removes 

unreachable code. These optimizations could be added to chop but would require addi

tional mechanisms that do not justify their cost; they account for 28 instructions in the 

5000-Jine training set mentioned above. 

The learning compiler chopO is very slow; compilations of the entire training suite are 

usually left to run overnight. This is not important to users of the production compiler, 

but it does make experimentation difficult. The learning compiler is large. It contains 

150 kilobytes of code and initialized data, and it uses 15 megabytes of data storage while 

running. The compiler generator is not so large. It generates a compiler in about 15 

minutes, using about 90 kilobytes of code and 10 megabytes of data for the purpose. 

3 One difference between the generated codes in this example is that both gec and pee replace 
multiplication by the constant 40 with two shifts and an addition. chop does not currently 
perform this optimization but could be extended to do so. 
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chop does most of its work with optimizations that change a pair of instructions into a 

singleton. It needs longer sequences only occasionally, when no equivalent sequence of 

shorter rules exists. This happens more often on the MC68020 than on the VAX, because 

register assignments must sometimes be changed for a rewrite to work. The following 

table gives populations of the various sizes of rules found on the VAX and MC68020: 

Rule type VAX MC68020 

Code generation 1 -.0 10 9 
1 -.1 57 24 
1-.2 2 « 
1-.3 3 6 
1-.4 0 7 
1-.5 0 1 

Optimiza tion 2 -. 1 613 362 
2 -. 2 100 90 
3 -. 1 16 26 
3 -. 2 12 37 
4-.1 0 6 
5-.2 0 2 

Rule population by size and machine 

The sizes and line counts of the generated code generators are given below. 

Lines Code bytes Data bytes Skeletons 

VAX no rules: 2025 7500 26840 260 
741 rules: 13033 70968 40832 870 
per rule: 14.86 85.65 18.88 0.82 

68K native no rules: 2107 6384 26776 260 
865 rules: 10570 53528 36392 679 
per rule: 9.78 54.50 11.12 0.48 

68K on VAX no rules: 2107 6672 26904 260 
865 rules 10570 38688 36516 679 
per rule: 9.78 37.01 11.11 0.48 

Optimizer sizes 

7.2 Future Work 

This section gives some ideas for future work, ordered from most specific to most general. 

The code generation technique described in this dissertation is essentially a compiled 

version of the interpretive po optimizer. It shares many of its strengths and weaknesses. 
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Like Leverett [Leve81, page 134], we have exposed the major weaknesses of the prior 

system, analyzed them, and replaced them with new weaknesses. This section describes 

some of the problems of chop and discusses how they can be avoided or repaired. 

chop has currently been targeted only to the VAX and MC68020 architectures. By con

trast, po has been targeted to these machines, plus the Intel 8080, Cyber 175, IBM 370, 

PDP-ll, and DEC-l0. Is chop less retargetable? No, it retains the portable features of 

po, and replaces po's 850-odd lines of machine-dependent code and tables by 570 lines 

of tables and 260 of code. chop performs naive code generation using rules whereas po 

invokes a procedure. 

The automatically generated rewriting system can be optimized still further. For exam

ple, it should be possible to hold the root node of the code dag entirely in registers while 

that node is combining with its children. Then the registers would be stored back into 

the dag node when the focus of optimization moved. If this were done, standard flow 

analysis could eliminate some of the register-ta-register copies that result when a child 

is eliminated and the remaining child pointers shift up. Carefully assigning pattern vari

able numbers in skeletons could reduce the number of variable and pointer copies, too. 

Carefully assigning skeleton numbers could make it possible to perform optimizations 

by doing arithmetic on the numbers. For example, since the optimization that folds a 

constant into a three-register multiplication: 
move(%O,r(%1,4),1) 
move(mul(r(%1,4),r(%2,4),1),r(%3,4),1) 
= 
move(mul(%O,r(%2,4),1),r(%3,4),1) 

also applies to add, subtract, and divide instructions, the system could assign sequential 

opcode numbers to the four possible inputs, and to the four possible outputs, and a single 

rule could then optimize all four instructions by testing a range and adding a constant to 

the root's opcode. This would reduce training failure, since rare instructions like divide 

would benefit from experience optimizing common instructions like add and subtract. 
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I have experimented with the order in which chopO looks for optimization rules. The 

system as described elsewhere in this dissertation tests candidate rules in increasing order 

of size. If this requirement is removed, and chopO looks for bigger rules before smaller 

ones, the number of rules required to compile a program is reduced, both in static tenns 

(total number of different rules discovered), and dynamiC (total number of rule executions 

required to compile the program): 

Rule type 

2-+1 
2-+2 
3-+1 
3-+2 

Shortest first 
Dynamic Static 

117 
11 
2 
2 

49 
5 
1 
1 

Longest first 
Dynamic Static 

57 18 
11 5 
34 16 
o 0 

Effects of changing search order on rule base size (8q) 

This suggests that big rules may be better than small Olles. 

Currently chop optimizes only assembly code. If it had access to register transfer repre

sentations of intermediate code operations, it could optimize them too, without having 

to turn them into assembly code first. To achieve this, intermediate opcodes could be 

entered into the MD with corresponding register transfers. Since the descriptions of 

the intermediate codes would be the same from machine to machine (except for regis

ter names), there would be no need for handwritten code generation rules; the changes 

needed for different machines could be done easily. Some register transfers associated 

with intermediate opcodes are realizable on the target machine; these correspond to 1 -+ 1 

code generation rules in the current system. If the register transfer is not realizable on 

the target machine, its "cost" would be infinite. In this model, optimization and code 

generation are the same: they both just rewrite the input dag to minimize its cost. chop 

as currently implemented could automatically infer 1 -+ 2 code generation rules because 
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it can factor a register transfer into a pair, but it would have to be extended to handle 

more complex rules. 

As described above, big optimization rules deserve study. Currently chop descends into 

the dag and optimizes from the bottom up in small steps, so it seldom has the oppor

tunity to generate really big optimization rules. Many simple instructions are generated 

and then removed through optimization. The techniques described in the last two para

graphs can collaborate to generate much bigger rules. Even with the current two-output

instruction limitation, chop could produce a rule that rewrites all of a dag's intermediate 

opcodes at once, if the dag could be rewritten to a single instruction or a pair. There is ev

idence [Knut70] that simple dags occur frequently in programs. Large rules would have 

many duplicate tests, but these can be shared between rules as described in section 5.10. 

The result would essentially be a decision tree. Given a pointer to the root of a dag, chop 

would perform a series of tests, examining each of several nodes once. Possible decisions 

would be: turn the entire subdag into one instruction, turn it into two instructions, or 

descend further into the subdag because it is larger than any two instructions. This code 

generation strategy could be called ''Bottom-Up Maximal Munch". It generates the same 

code as chop's current strategy (which could be called ''Bottom-Up Repeated Minimal 

Munch"), but it performs fewer large rewrites instead of many small ones. All Munch

ing strategies can be parameterized by the maximum sizes of dags that they will attempt 

to produce (all such strategies can potentially munch arbitrarily large inputs). Cattel 

[Catt78] describes a Top-Down Maximal Munch with 1 output. chop already provides 

for two outputs. This provision makes it possible to recombine instructions once they 

have been generated. Such recombination is not possible in l-output Maximal Munch 

systems, because the system has already consumed as much of the input as would fit into 

a single instruction. The changes described here should be implemented and compared 

with Ca ttel' s. 
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chop should be adapted to operate on entire program dags. Many of the changes are 

straightforward. Ultimately, chop could make use of global flow analysis as it optimizes 

the program, and it could use an incremental technique to update the flow information. 

In chop, the decision to create a common sub expression (ese) depends upon the cost 

of developing the value and the number of uses of the value. It should also depend 

upon register availability, because there are at least three different kinds of ese's: those 

which are no more expensive than a register reference (e .. g. the constant zero on most 

machines), those which cost more than a register reference but less than a load and a store, 

and those which cost more than a load and a store. chop's allocation could be improved 

with heuristic rules that ese's of the first type should never be put into registers; those 

of the second type should be loaded into registers if no spill-reload is needed, and the 

others should always be loaded into registers. 

More thorough optimization should be performed in the learning system, p~rhaps includ

ing dynamic programming and many more algebraic operations. chop cannot currently 

discover an optimization that replaces adding the constant 2 with a pair of increment 

instructions, and there is no reason why it shouldn't find this and other similar optimiza

tions. For small expressions, a bounded exhaustive enumeration of different evaluation 

orders will give ''locally optimal" code even for dags, and this should be tried. chop 

can use the rules that each of these techniques can generate. chop tries rules in increas

ing order of o:utput length. Therefore, it can generate the most local rewriting rule set 

that generates the same code as expensive optimization does on the training suite. This 

idea succeeds if the larger rule search does not become combinatoric. There are many 

more potential two-output rules than Single-output rules, and many more three-output 

than two. chop can not currently handle n-output rules, so the only estimate that can be 

made is to compare the number of single-output rules required to the number of two

output rules. On the VAX, chop uses about 600 of the former and 100 of the latter, so 
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combinatoric explosion is no problem yet. 

The techniques used in chop can be applied to other areas. High-performance programs 

of whatever kind should take advantage of early variable bindings when possible. The 

Synthesis Kernel [PUSS], for example, compiles special-purpose file access routines on 

demand when a file is opened. This saves a great deal of time, but more could be done. 

Operating systems do not need private address spaces to be secure, if the allowed pro

gramming languages have software checks to enforce safety of memory references. The 

Synthesis Kernel could thus execute the file access routines in the user's context and save 

a context switch. Some operating system calls could be expanded in line within user 

code. For a system call to read data, the compiler could eliminate some protection checks 

if it could determine by static analysis that the call always passes a valid file descrip

tor. Read calls within loops check invariant properties, and compilers could move these 

checks outside of the loops. Many checks cost nothing at run time, because they can 

be removed through optimization. Hardware-checked safety, on the other hand, always 

costs hardware. Monolithic systems can be faster and cheaper than heterogenous ones. 

Code generation is a much-studied topic, but chop has shown that two commercial

quality code generators are as much as seven times slower than they need to be. Similar 

speedups may be achievable in other systems software. 
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APPENDIX A 

INTERMEDIATE CODE DEFINITION 

This sec~ion describes the intermediate code used to communicate between pee's front 

end and the generated code generators. The format of intermediate code differs cosmet

ically from that described earlier. Intermediate opcodes are actually single characters to 

facilitate rapid processing. A file holds the intermediate code definition. The rule com

piler processes this file to gather opcode names and arities, and to build the file "icode.h", 
~ 

which defines opcode names for the front end. This appendix contains the contents of 

the intermediate code definition file, with cosmetic editing. 

Each intermediate code instruction has one character of type and one of opcode. For 

example, I + denotes integer addition. All pointer types except pointer to character are 

folded together, as are all array types except arrays of characters. The complete set of 

type encodings is: 

c 
s 
i 
1 
F 
a 
p 

unsigned char 
unsigned short 
unsigned int 
unsigned long 
float 
char array 
char pointer 

C signed char 
S short 
I int 
L long 
D double 
A other array 
P other pointer 

void, unknown, etc. 

A complete line of intermediate code consists of one character of typecode, one operation 

code, and zero or more operand pattern variables, representing child pointers and vari

able pointers. For example, the integer addition operator takes two operands denoting 
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the two input pointers, so it is written I+%l, %2. The data type is usually that of the 

result, and the type of the left operand is often the same. Notable exceptions are: 

1. Loads and stores of char and short values implicitly convert the values to and from 
into 

2. The result of subtracting two pointers is an into 

3. The result type of *e is of course different from that of e. 

4. The input types of casts are given explicitly. 

In the account below: 

1. n, w, lb, and ub are unsigned decimal integers. 

2. t is a type character. 

3. Constants are denoted as in C. 

The first column of the definition file gives the single-character opcode name for each 

intermediate code. The second gives the number of children that this intermediate code 

has (its arity). The third gives the name that the front end uses to refer to the opcode. 

The fourth gives names of constant operands, which are ignored, but their number is 

tallied and built into a table that the code generator uses, for example when comparing 

two expression dags to determine if they are common sub expressions. 

N 2 
M 1 
y 6 
L 0 
A 0 

T 0 

next 
mark 
cond 
seg 
anchor 

trash 

GENERAL 

sequential execution, comma operator 
mark child to preclude optimization 
conditional; return 1 of 2 values 
ZL = text segment IL = data se~nent 
supply an opaque unoptimizable 
source for a register's value 
clear cse cache 
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b 
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DATA DEFINITIONS 

o data value initialize storage 
o global name 
o ilabel n 
o common name,len 

align as needed and label global 
align and invent data label 
uninitialized data of this name and 
length 

o const value 
o gaddr name 
o iaddr n 
o paddr n,w 

o laddr n,w 

o faddr name 
1 load 
2 store [w] 

o dup 
o deepdup 

o rot 

o tor 
o swap 
1 pop 

2 
2 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

add 
sub 

mul 
div 
mod 
and 
or 
xor 
shl 
shr 
padd 
psub 

[w] 

[w] 
[w] 

BASIC STACK OPS 

push constant 
push address of global variable 
push address of invented label n 
push address of parameter at offset 
n with size w 
push address of automatic local at 
offset n, size w 
push address of function 
pop address, push value 
pop value, pop address, store 
(for struct/union, "value" is 
pointer and size is w) 
duplicate top of stack 
insert copy of stacktop under 
second entry 
circular rotate top of stack to 
bottom 
unrotate 
swap top two stack items 
discard top of stack 

BINARY ARITHMETIC 

x + y 
-- x - y 

-- x * y 
-- x / y 

x % Y 
x & Y 
x I y 
X A Y 
X « y 
x » y 
p + y 
p - y 

pop y, pop x, push sum 
subtraction 
if ptrs, w is object size 
multiplication 
division 
remainder 
bitwise AND 
inclusive OR 
exclusive OR 
shift left 
shift right 
add int to pointer 
subtract int from pointer 
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UNARY ARITHMETIC 

1 neg -x negate 
1 compl -x one's complement 

t 1 cast t (typename) convert x to type t 

. CONTROL FLOW 

a label n insert code label 
j a jmp n jump unconditionally to label n 
= 2 jeq n pop y, pop x, jump to n if x -- y 
\ 2 jne n pop y, pop x, jump to n if x != y 
< 2 jlt n pop y, pop x, jump to n if x < Y 
[ 2 jle n pop y, pop x, jump to n if x <= Y 
> 2 jgt n pop y, pop x, jump to n if x > y 
] 2 jge n pop y, pop x, jump to n if x >= y 

FUNCTION CALLS 

1 arg [w] pop stacktop and send as argument 
to function 

1 call n pop function addr & call it with n 
units (e .g., bytes) of arguments 

r a ret return, no function value 
R 1 retv [w] pop stacktop and return as function 

value 
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APPENDIXB 

VAX MACHINE DESCRIPTION 

This appendix describes the VAX instruction set. This description is processed to generate 

the code generator and optimizer. The cost field gives instruction size in bytes and 

approximate execution times in nanoseconds on the VAX 780. A macro, defined at the 

beginning of the specification, supplies weighting criteria for these parameters. Currently 

the macro simply adds the two fields together, though it would be easy to replace this 

function with another. The system is not limited to time and space costs; any criteria 

(e.g., memory reference counts) can be used provided only that the cost of an instruction 

is the sum of the costs of its grammar components. 

The following description has some additions to help with the dag structure. The seek 

operation represents an opaque source of a register's value. It is used when the front end 

must refer to a register that was not set by means known to the intermediate code, for 

example, if the register was set before branching to a label for a switch. The discard 

operation signifies that an operand value is to be discarded, as for a function whose result 

is to be ignored. The register transfers for these operations are not optimizable, so the 

compiler will never attempt to combine them with anything else. 

define(test,move(code($1,$2,$3),cc(O),b)) 
define (costs, 'eval(($1)+($2))') # bytes + nanoseconds 

%range lit 0 63; 
%range bcon -128 127; 
%range wcon -32768 32767; 
%range regno 0 11; 
%terminal term; 



lab 
id 
addop 
mulop 
factor 
neon 
aeon 

"L%term" ; 
"%term" lab; 
"+", add I "_", sub; 
"*", mul I "/", div; 
"%term%mulop%faetor", mulop(term,faetor,l) 
"%faetor%addop%neon", addop(faetor,neon,l) 

= "%id%addop%neon", addop(id,neon,l) 
"%id+%neon", add(neon,id,l) 
id 
term; 

con beon, beon, def, eosts(l,O) 
weon, weon, def, eosts(2,0) 
aeon, aeon, def, eosts(4,0); 

t 

u 
size 
eaop 

naop 

ebop 
nbop 
rel 
cmp 

reg 
regi 

disp 

base 

inx 

= 
b, b, b w, w, w I 1, 1, 1 I f, f, f I d, 
t; 
X, 1, b X, 2, w X, 4, If I X, 8, d; 
add, add, def, eosts(O,O) 
mul, mul, def, eosts(0,6400); 
sub, sub, def, eosts(O,O) 
div, div, def, eosts(0,9400); 
bis, or I xor, xor; 
bie, andnot; 
gtr, gt I geq, ge lss, It I leq, 1e; 
eql, eq I neq, ne rel; 

ap I fp sp I "r%regno", r(regno,4); 
"(%reg)", reg 
""'(%reg)", m(reg,4), def, eosts(1,400); 

con 
"%eon(%reg)", add(reg,eon,l) 
"%eon(%reg)", add(con,reg,l); 

regi 
disp 
"*%disp", m(disp,4), def, eosts(0,400) 
"*S%eon", con, def, eosts(0,400); 

base, 
"%base[%reg)", 
"%base[%reg)", 
"%base[%reg)", 
"%base[%reg)", 
"%base[%reg)", 
"%base[%reg)", 

base, 
add(mu1(size,reg,1),base,1), 
add(mul(reg,size,l),base,l), 
add(base,mul(size,reg,l),l), 
add(base,mul(reg,size,l),l), 
add(reg,base,l), 
add(base,reg,l), 

com reg, reg, def, eosts(l,O) 
inx, m(inx,size), def, eosts(0,400); 

z com, com, def, eosts(0,200) 
"-(sp)", push(sp), If, eosts(0,600); 

com, com, def, eosts(0,200) 

term; 
factor; 

d, d; 

def, 
def, 
def, 
def, 
def, 
b, 
b, 

costs (1, 400) 
eosts(2,1000) 
eosts(2,1000) 
eosts(2,1000) 
costs (2, 1000) 
eosts(2,1000) 
eosts(2,1000); 
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y 
w 

inst 

"$%lit", lit, def, costs(1,600) 
"$%con", con, def, costs(1,600); 

x; 
x; 

"tst%t %x", 
"cmp%t %x,%y", 
"bit%t %x,%y", 
"clr%t %z", 
"mov%t %y,%z", 
"mova%t %inx,%z", 
"push%t %x", 
"pusha%t %inx", 
"inc%.t %z", 
"inc%t %z", 
"dec%t %z", 
"ash%t %x,%y,%z", 
"extzv %w,%x,%y,%z", 
"%caop%t\2 %x,%z", 
"%caop%t\2 %x,%z", 
"%caop%t\3 %x,%y,%z", 
"%caop%t\3 %x,%y,%z", 
"%naop%t\2 %y,%z", 
"%naop%t\3 %x,%y,%z", 
"%cbcp%t\2 %y,%z", 
"%cbop%t\2 %y,%z", 
"%cbop~t\3 %x,%y,%z", 
"%cbOF%t\3 %x,%y,%z", 
"%nbop%t\2 %y,%z", 
"%nbop%t\3 %x,%y,%z", 
"mneg%t %y,%z", 
"mcom%t %y,%z", 
"cvt%u%t %y,%z", 
"j%cmp %lab", 

test(x,O,t), bwlfd, 
test(x,y,t), bwlfd, 
test(and(x,y,t),O,t), bwl, 
move(O,z,t), bwlfd, 
move(y,z,t), bwlfd, 
move(inx,z,l), addr, 
move(x,push(sp),t), 1, 
move(inx,push(sp),l), addr, 
move(add(z,l,t),z,t), bwl, 
move(add(l,z,t),z,t), bwl, 
move(sub(z,l,t),z,t), bwl, 
move(ash(y,x,t),z,t), 1, 
move(bitfld(y,w,x,l),z,l),def, 
move(caop(z,x,t),z,t), bwlfd, 
move(caop(x,z,t),z,t), bwlfd, 
move(caop(y,x,t),z,t), bwlfd, 
move(caop(x,y,t),z,t), bwlfd, 
move(naop(z,y,t),z,t), bwlfd, 
move(naop(y,x,t),z,t), bwlfd, 
move(cbop(z,y,t),z,t), bwl, 
move(cbop(y,z,t),z,t), bwl, 
move(cbop(y,x,t),z,t), bwl, 
move(cbop(x,y,t),z,t), bwl, 
move(nbop(z,y,t),z,t), bwl, 
move(nbop(y,x,t),z,t), bwl, 
move(sub(O,y,t),z,t), bwlfd, 
move(not(y,t),z,t), bwl, 
move(cvt(y,u,t),z,t), cvt, 
jump(if(cc(O),cmp,signed),lab), 

costs(l,O) 
costs (1, 0) 
costs (1, 0) 
costs(1,400) 
costs (1, 0) 
costs(1,300) 
costs(1,600) 
costs(1,900) 
costs(l,O) 
costs(l,O) 
costs(l,O) 
costs(1,1600) 
costs(1,1600) 
costs(1,O) 
costs(l,O) 
costs(l,O) 
costs(l,O) 
costs(l,O) 
costs(l,O) 
costs(l,O) 
costs (1, 0) 
costs(l,O) 
costs(l,O) 
costs(l,O) 
costs(l,O) 
costs(l,O) 
costs(l,O) 
costs(l,O) 

"j%rel\u %lab", 
def, costs(3,800) 

jump(if(cc(O),rel,unsigned),lab), 

"jbr %lab", 
"jmp %inx", 

def, costs(3,800) 
jump(true,lab), def, costs(3,800) 
jump(true, inx), def, costs (1, 1000) 

"calls $%ncon,%inx", move(call(inx,ncon),r(0,4),1), 

"ret" , 
"pushl %y\npushl 

"pushl %y\npushl 

seek ron, 

ret(r(0,4», 
def, 
def, 

%z\ncalls $2,udiv", 
move(udiv(z,y,1),r(0,4),t), 1, 

" '#' 
" '#' 
" '#' 

%z\ncalls $2,urem", 
move(umod(z,y,1),r(0,4),t), 1, 
move(DevNullx,r(0,4),1) 
move(DevNullx,cc(O),b) 
move(reg,DevNully,t); 

seek ccO", 
discard%t %reg", 

costs(2,13200) 
costs(2,O,lOOO) 

costs(9,14400) 

costs(9,14400) 
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APPENDIXC 

VAX CODE GENERATION RULES 

These rules start the compiler with a complete but naive code generator. Each rule de

scribes how to turn one intermediate code operation into VAX. code. Because the output 

sides of the rules are written in register transfers, the rules are independent of the assem

bler language syntax and easy to write once one has some experience. 

The rules can contain arbitrary C code to specify tests that determine the rule's applica

bility. Some of the rules have several output lines. To the rule compiler, this means that 

several instruction records must be allocated and linked into a dag. The rule compiler 

infers the required linkage by examining which previous results are used in which sub

sequent instructions. The last result of the last instruction in a rule is assumed to hold 

the result of the series of instructions. 

Rules can insert literal assembly language into the output code stream. H an output 

rule line begins with a hyphen, that line is simply copied to the output buffer, and no 

optimization is attempted. 

aL / go to string segment 

.data 2 

.L / go to code segment 

.text 
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IL I go to data segment 

.data 

IA I anchor a register 

move(OevNullx,r(%0,4),1) 

.A%1 I anchor condition code 

move(OevNullx,cc(%O),b) 

pG%1 I align and label data 

. align 2 

.globl %1 
-_%1: 

IG%l I align and label data 

. align 2 

.globl - %1 
- %1: 

aI%1 I generate label for character array 

-L%1 : 

II%l I generate label for integer 

-L%1 : 

pH1 

. align 2 
-L%1 : 

00%1 I initialize double storage 

.double Od%l 

pO%O I initialize pointer 

.long %0 



1D%O / initialize longword storage 

.long %0 

aD%O / initialize ascii storage 

.ascii %0 

FD%1 / initialize floating point storage 

.float Of%1 

1P%1,%2 

.comm 

1c%1 

move(%1,r(%0,4),1) 

19%1 

move(_%1,r(%0,4),1) 

/ define common area 

/ integer constant 

/ address of global 

1i%1 

move(L%1,r(%O,4),1) 

/ address of string constant 

Cp%1,%2;%4.str==ilook(atoi(%1.str->h_txt)+1) 

move(add(ap,%4,1),r(%O,4),1) 

Sp%1,%2;%4.str==ilook (atoi (%1.str->h_txt)+2) 

move(add(ap,%4,1),r(%0,4),1) 

1p%1,%2;%4.str==ilook(atoi(%1.str->h_txt)+4) 

move(add(ap,%4,1),r(%0,4),1) 

/ char parameter address 

/ short parameter address 

/ int parameter address 

Cl%1,%2;%4.str==ilook (-atoi(%2.str->h_txt)-atoi (%1.str ->h_txt)) / locals 

move(add(fp,%4,1),r(%0,4),1) 
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Sl%1,%2;%4.str==ilook(-atoi(%2.str->h_txt)-atoi(%1.str->h_txt» 

move(add(fp,%4,l),r(%0,4),l) 

Il%1,%2;%4.str==ilook(-atoi(%2.str->h_txt)-atoi(%1.str->h_txt» 

move(add(fp,%4,l),r(%0,4),l) 

If %1 

move(_%1,r(%0,4),l) 

C@%1 

/ address of function 

/ indirect loads 

move (cvt (m (r (% 1,4) , 1) , b, l) , r (%0,4) , l) 

S@%1 

move (cvt (m (r (% 1,4) ,2) , w, l) , r (%0,4) , 1) 

I@%1 

move(m(r(%1,4),4),r(%O,4),1) 

C.%1,%2,%3 / store value at address 

move(r(%2,4),m(r(%1,4),1),b) 

S.%1,%2,%3 

move(r(%2,4),m(r(%1,4),2),w) 

1.%1,%2,%3 

move(r(%2,4),m(r(%1,4),4),1) 

I; %1 / discard result of function 

move(r(%1,4),DevNully,l) 

D;%1 / discard result of function 

move(r(%l,B),DevNully,d) 
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I+%1, %2 / integer addition 

move(add(r(%1,4),r(%2,4),l),r(%O,4),l) 

0+%1, %2 / double addition 

move(add(r(%1,8),r(%2,8),d),r(%O,8),d) 

1-%1,%2,%3 / integer subtraction 

move(sub(r(%1,4),r(%2,4),l),r(%O,4),1) 

0-%1,%2 / double subtraction 

move(sub(r(%1,8),r(%2,8),d),r(%O,8),d) 

P-%1,%2,%3 / ptr - ptr 

move(sub(r(%1,4),r(%2,4),l),r(%4,4),I) 
move(div(r(%4,4),%3,1),r(%O,4),I) 

1*%1,%2 / integer multiplication 

move(mul(r(%1,4),r(%2,4),I),r(%O,4),1) 

0*%1,%2 / double multiplication 

move(mul(r(%1,8),r(%2,8),d),r(%O,8),d) 

1/%1,%2 / integer division 

move(div(r(%1,4),r(%2,4),I),r(%O,4),I) 

i/%1, %2 / unsigned divide 

move(udiv(r(%1,4),r(%2,4),I),r(%O,4),I) / with function call 

0*%1,%2 / double division 

move(div(r(%1,8),r(%2,8),d),r(%O,8),d) 
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1%%1, %2 

move(div(r(%1,4),r(%2,4),1),r(%0,4),1) 
move(mul(r(%0,4),r(%2,4),1),r(%3,4),1) 
move(sub(r(%1,4),r(%3,4),1),r(%4,4),1) 

i%%1,%2 

move(umod(r(%1,4),r(%2,4),1) ,r(%0,4),1) 

I&%1, %2 I bitwise and 

I signed mod 

I a I b 
I a I b * b 
I a - a I b * b 

I unsigned mod 

I with function call 

move (not (r (%1, 4) , 1) , r (% 3, 4 ) , 1) 
move(andnot(r(%2,4),r(%3,4),1),r(%0,4),1) 

I 1%1, %2 I bitwise or 

move(or(r(%1,4),r(%2,4),1),r(%0,4),1) 

I"%1,%2 I bitwise xor 

move(xor(r(%1,4),r(%2,4),1),r(%0,4),1) 

Im%1, %2 I left shift (signed & unsigned) 

move(ash(r(%1,4),r(%2,4),1),r(%0,4),1) 

in%1,%2;%3.str=="32" I unsigned right shift 

move(sub(%3,r(%2,4),1),r(%4,4),1) I get bit field width 
move (bitfld (r(%l, 4),r (%2, 4), r(%4, 4),1), r (%0, 4),1) 

In%1,%2;%3.str=="0" I right shift 

move(sub(%3,r(%2,4),1),r(%4,4),1) 
move(ash(r(%1,4),r(%4,4),1),r(%0,4),1) 

Pa%1,%2,%4 I ptr + integer 

move(mul(r(%2,4),%4,1),r(%3,4),1) 
move(add(r(%3,4),r(%1,4),1),r(%0,4),1) 

I negate shift count 
I and shift left 
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Pb%1,%2,%4 I ptr - integer 

move(mul(r(%2,4),%4,1),r(%3,4),1) 
move(sub(r(%1,4),r(%3,4),1),r(%O,4),1) 

I_%1;%2.str=="0" I integer negation 

move(sub(%2,r(%1,4),1),r(%0,4),1) 

D_%1;%2.str=="0" I double negation 

move(sub(%2,r(%1,B),d),r(%0,B),d) 

1-%1 / bitwise complement 

move (not (r (%1,4) ,1) , r (%0,4) , 1) 

I null type conversions 
It%1,%2; (%2.str=="I"II%2.str=="P"II%2.str=="c"II%2.str=="s"ll\ 

%2.str=="i"1 1%2.str=="1"1 1%2.str=="p"l 1%2.str=="C"1 1\ 
%2.str=="S"1 1%2.str=="L"1 1%2.str=="A") 

move(r(%1,4),r(~0,4),1) 

. :%1 / define label 

-L%1 : 

• j%1 / unconditional jump 

jump (true,L%l) 

1=%1,%2,%3 I jump equal 

move (code (r (%1,4), r (%2, 4),1) , cc (%0) ,b) 
jump(if(cc(%0),eq,signed),L%3) 

1%1, %2, %3 I jump not equal 

move(code(r(%1,4),r(%2,4),1),cc(%0),b) 
jump(if(cc(%0),ne,signed),L%3) 
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i<%1,%2,%3 / jump less than unsigned 

move(code(r(%1,4),r(%2,4),1),cc(%O),b) 
jump(if(cc(%O),lt,unsigned),L%3) 

I<%1,%2,%3 / jump less than signed 

move(code(r(%1,4),r(%2,4),1),cc(%O),b) 
jump(if(cc(%O),lt,signed),L%3) 

i[%1,%2,%3 / jump less than or equal unsigned 

move(code(r(%1,4),r(%2,4),1),cc(%O),b) 
jump(if(cc(%O),le,unsigned),L%3) 

I[%1,%2,%3 / jump less than or equal signed 

move(code(r(%1,4),r(%2,4),1),cc(%O),b) 
jump(if(cc(%O),le,signed),L%3) 

i>%1,%2,%3 / jump greater than unsigned 

move(code(r(%1,4),r(%2,4),1),cc(%O),b) 
jump(if(cc(%O),gt,unsigned),L%3) 

I>%1,%2,%3 / jump greate~ than signed 

move(code(r(%1,4),r(%2,4),1),cc(%O),b) 
jump(if(cc(%O),gt,signed),L%3) 

i]%1,%2,%3 / jump greater than or equal unsigned 

move(code(r(%1,4),r(%2,4),1),cc(%O),b) 
jump(if(cc(%O),ge,unsigned),L%3) 

I]%1,%2,%3 / jump greater than or equal signed 

move(code(r(%1,4),r(%2,4),1),cc(%O),b) 
jump(if(cc(%O),ge,signed),L%3) 

I,%1,%2 / push integer function argument 

move(r(%1,4),push(sp),1) 
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p)%1,%2;%3.str==ilook(atoi(%2.str->h_txt)/4) 

move(call(r(%1,4),%3),r(%5,4),1) 

I)%1,%2;%3.str==ilook(atoi(%2.str->h_txt)/4) 

move(call(r(%1,4),%3),r(%5,4),1) 

.r 

-ret 

IR%1,%2 

move(r(%1,4),r(%O,4),1) 
ret(r(%O,4)) 

/ return void from function 

/ return integer 
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APPENDIXD 

MC68020 MACHINE DESCRIPTION 

define(test,move(code($1,$2,$3),cc(O),b)) 
define(rtest,move(code($1,$2,$3),ccc(O),b)) 

define (costs, 'eval ( ($1) + ($2) )') # instruction bytes + clock cycles 

%terminal term; 
%range d8 -128 127; 
%range d16 -32728 32767; 
%range d3 1 8; 
%range dregno 0 7; 
%range aregno 0 5; 

lab "L%term"; 
id "_%term" I lab; 

ncon "%term+%ncon", add (term, ncon, 1) I term; 

acon "%id+%ncon", add(id,ncon,l) 
"%id+%ncon", add(ncon,id,l) 
id; 

dispa 

dispb 

t 
size 

rel 

ler 

cond 

drd 

"%acon:l", acon, 
"%ncon", ncon, 

dispa; 

b, b, b 
X, 1, b 

eq, eq 
gt, gts 
It, lts 

eq, eq 
gt, lts 
It, gts 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

w, w, w 
X, 2, w 

ne, ne 
hi, gtu 
cs, ltu 

ne, ne 
hi, ltu 
cs, gtu 

def, 
def, 

1, 1, 1; 
X, 4, 1; 

ge, ges 
le, les 

ge, les 
le, ges 

"%rel", if(cc(O),rel,b) 
"%ler", if(ccc(O),ler,b); 

"d%dregno", d(dregno,4), bwl; 

costs(4,10) 
costs(2,3); 

cc, geu 
ls, leu; 

cc, leu 
ls, geu; 

# condition codes 

# reversed condition codes 
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ard "a%aregno", a(aregno,4), wl I "a6", a6, wl; 
rea ard I drd; # register effective address 

ari 

arid 

scale 

rscale 

mipre 

"%ard@", ard, any, costs(O,4) 
"sp@-", push(sp), 1, costs(O,5); 

"%ard@(%dispa)", add(dispa,ard,l) 
"%ard@(%dispa)", add(ard,dispa,l); 

"1" I "2" I "4" I "8"; 

"%rea:l:%scale", mul(scale,rea,l) 
"%rea:l:%scale", mul(rea,scale,l) 
"%rea:l:l", rea; 

# address register indirect 

# with displacement 

# scaled index register 

"%ard@(%dispa,%rscale)@(%dispb)", # indirect pre~indexed 
add(dispb,m(add(rscale,add(ard,dispa,1),1),4),1); 

# indirect post-indexed 
mipost= "%ard@(%dispa)@(%dispb)",add(dispb,m(add(ard,dispa,l),4),1) 

I "%ard@(%dispa)@(%dispb)",add(dispb,m(add(dispa,ard,l),4),1) 
I "%ard@(%dispa)@(%dispb)",add(m(add(ard,dispa,1),4),dispb,l) 
I "%ard@(%dispa)@(%dispb)",add(m(add(dispa,ard,1),4),dispb,l) 
I "@(%dispa)@(%dispb)", add(dispb,m(dispa,4),1) 
I "@(%dispa)@(%dispb)", add(m(dispa,4),dispb,1) 
I "%ard@(%dispa)@(%dispb,%rscale)", 

add(add(dispb,rscale,4),m(add(ard,dispa,1),4),4) 
"@(%dispa)@(%dispb,%rscal~)", add(add(dispb,rscale,4),m(dispa,4),4); 

# address reg indirect with indexing and displacement 
aridx 

ala 

awa 

cea 

amea 

"%ard@(%dispa,%rscale)", 
"%ard@(%dispa,%rscale)", 
"%ard@(%dispa,%rscale)", 
"%ard@(%dispa,%rscale)", 
"%ard@(%dispa,%rscale) , 
"%ard@(%dispa,%rscale) , 
"%ard@(%dispa,%rscale) , 
"%ard@(%dispa,%rscale) , 
"%ard@(%dispa,%rscale) , 
"%ard@(%dispa,%rscale) , 
"%ard@(%dispa,%rscale) , 
"%ard@(%dispa,%rscale) , 
"%ard@(O,%rscale)", 
"%ard@(O,%rscale)", 
"@(%dispa,%rscale)", 
"@(%dispa,%rscale)", 

add(add(ard,dispa,l),rscale,l) 
add(add(dispa,ard,l),rscale,l) 
add(add(ard,rscale,l),dispa,l) 
add(add(rscale,ard,l),dispa,l) 
add(add(dispa,rscale,l),ard,l) 
add(add(rscale,dispa,l),ard,l) 
add(ard,add(dispa,rscale,l),l) 
add(ard,add(rscale,dispa,l),l) 
add(dispa,add(ard,rscale,l),l) 
add(dispa,add(rscale,ard,l),l) 
add(rscale,add(ard,dispa,l),l) 
add(rscale,add(dispa,ard,l),l) 
add(ard,rscale,l) 
add (rscale,ard,1) 
add(dispa,rscale,l) 
add(rscale,dispa,l); 

id, id, def, costs(4,12) 
"%term", term, def, costs(4,12); 

# absolute long address 

"%d16", d16, def, costs (2, 8); # absolute word address 

ari I arid I aridx I awa I ala I mipre mipost I dispa; # control 

cea, m(cea,size), any, costs(O,2); # alterable memory 
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mea amea # memory 
"'#'%dispa", dispa; 

# addressing categories 

dimm 
adea 
aea 
ea 
dea 
ond 
xond 
addop 
mulop 

shft 

pow2 

drd2 

inst 

drd I "'#'%dispa", dispa; # data reg or immediate 
# alterable data amea,amea,def,costs(O,3) I drd; 

adea, adea, bwl I ard, ard, wl; # alterable 
mea I rea; # any 
mea I drd; # data 
and I or; 
ond I eor, xor; 
add I sub; 
mul, mul, 1, costs(2,42) 
divs, div, 1, costs(2,90) # regular division 
divs, idiv, 1, costs(2,90); # remainder less division 

as, ash I ls, ursh; 

1, 2 I 2, 4 I 3, 8 I 4, 16 I 5, 32 I 6, 64 I 7, 128 I 8, 256; 

drd; 

"asl%t '#'%pow2,%drd", 
"asl%t '#'%pow2,%drd", 
"asr%t '#'%pow2,%drd", 
"%shft\l%t "'%d3,%drd", 
"%shft\r%t '#'%d3,%drd", 

"%shft\l%t %drd,%drd2", 
"%shft\r%t %drd,%drd2", 

"%shft\l%t %amea", 
"%shft\r%t %amea", 

"%mulop%t %dea,%drd", 

move(mul(pow2,drd,t),drd,t), bwl, costs(2,4) 
move(mul(drd,pow2,t),drd,t), bwl, costs(2,4) 
move(idiv(drd,pow2,t),drd,t),bwl, costs(2,4) 
move(shft(d3,drd,t),drd,t), bwl, costs(2,4) 
move(shft(sub(O,d3,t),drd,t),drd,t), 

bwl, costs(2,4) 
move(shft(drd,drd2,t),drd2,t),bwl, costs(2,4) 
move(shft(sub(O,drd,t),drd2,t),drd2,t), 

bwl, costs(2,4) 
move(shft(1,amea,t),amea,t), w, costs(2,S) 
move(shft(-1,amea,t),amea,t),w, costs(2,S) 

move(mulop(drd,dea,t),drd,t) 

"%addop%t %ea,%rea", move(addop(ea,rea,t),rea,t), bwl, costs (2,6) 
costs(2,6) 
costs(2,2) 

"%addop%t %dimm,%aea", move(addop(aea,dimm,t),aea,t),bwl, 
"%addop\q%t '#'%d3,%aea",move(~ddop(aea,d3,t),aea,t), bwl, 

"mov%t %ea,%aea", 

"%ond%t %dea,%drd", 
"%ond%t %drd,%adea", 
"%xond%t %dimm,%adea", 

"tst%t %ea", 
"tst%t %adea", 
"cmp%t %ea,%rea", 
"cmp%t %ea,%rea", 
"cmp%t '#'%dispa,%aea", 
"cmp%t '#'%dispa,%aea", 

"extw %drd" , 
"extl %drd", 

move(ea,aea,t), def, costs(2,3) 

move(ond(dea,drd,t),drd,t), bwl, costs(2,3) 
move(ond(ea,drd,t),adea,t), bwl, costs(2,6) 
move(xond(dimm,adea,t),adea,t),bwl, costs(2,6) 

test(ea,O,t), wl, costs(2,4) 
test(adea,O,t), b, costs(2,4) 
test(rea,ea,t), def, costs(2,6) 
rtest(ea,rea,t), def, costs (2, 6) 
test(aea,dispa,t), def, costs (2, 6) 
rtest(dispa,aea,t), def, costs(2,6) 

move(cvt(drd,b,w),drd,w), cvt, costs(2,4) 
move(cvt(drd,w,l),drd,l), cvt, costs(2,4) 



"extbl %drd", 

"moveq '1'%d8,%drd", 
"clr%t %adea", 
"neg %adea", 
"not %adea", 

"lea %cea,%ard", 
"pea %cea", 

"j%cond %lab", 
"jmp %lab", 
"jbsr %cea", 

move(cvt(drd,b,l),drd,l), cvt, 

move(d8,drd,t), 1, 
move(O,adea,t), bwl, 
move(sub(O,adea,t),adea,t), bwl, 
move(not(adea,t),adea,t), bwl, 

move(cea,ard,t), def, 
move(cea,m(push(sp),4),t), def, 

jump(cond,lab), def, 
jump (true, lab) , def, 
move(call(cea,0),d(0,4),1), def, 
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costs(2,4) 

costs(2,3) 
costs(2,3) 
costs(2,3) 
costs(2,3) 

costs(2,2) 
costs(2,5) 

costs (3, 6) 
costs(3,4) 
costs (3, 11) 

"jbsr %cea\\naddql '1'%d3,sp", move(call(cea,d3),d(0,4),1), 
def, costs(5,14) 

"jbsr %cea\\naddw 'I'%dispa,sp", move(call(cea,dispa),d(0,4),1), 

"jsr ulmodt", 

"jra LE%term", 
"jbsr uldiv", 

"jbsr ulmodt", 

"'I' seek dO", 
11\ I' seek ceO", 
"'I' discard%t %rea", 

def, costs(6,14) 

move(umod(d(0,4),d(1,4),t),d(0,4),t), 
wl, costs(2,144) 

ret(d(0,4),term), def, costs(2,28) 
move(udiv(d(0,4),d(1,4),1),d(0,4),1), 

1, costs(4,14000) 
move(umod(d(0,4) ,d(1,4) ,1) ,d(0,4) ,1), 

move(devnullx,d(0,4),1) 
move(devnullx,cc(O),b) 
move(rea,devnully,t); 

1, costs (4,14000) 
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APPENDIXE 

MC68020 CODE GENERA nON RULES 

These are the code generation rules for the MC68020. The MC68020 has data registers 

and address registers. By convention, rules take their inputs from and leave their outputs 

in data registers. This is easy to do, and the optimizer will repair any inefficiencies that 

result. An earlier version used different registers depending upon the data type of each 

operand, but this required the writing of separate rules for the comparison of pointers 

and that of unsigned integers. 

These rules are very similar to those for the VAX, because the outputs are given as reg

ister transfers. There are two main differences. The register names are different on the 
r .... , 

MC68020, and the MC68020 has few three-address instructions; consequently arithmetic 

operations must first move one operand into the result register. 
aL / go to string segment 

.datal 

ZL / go to code segment 

.text 

IL / go to data segment 

.data 

IA / anchor a register 

move(devnullx,d(%O,4),1) 
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.A / anchor condition code 

move (devnullx,cc(%O),b) 

pG%1 / align and label data 

.globl %1 
• align 2 

- %1: 

IG%1 / align and label data 

.globl - %1 
• align 2 

- %1: 

aI%1 / generate label for character array 

.align 2 
-L%1 : 

H%1 / generate label for integer 

.align 2 
-L%1 : 

pI%1 

.align 2 
-L%1 : 

DD%1 / initialize double storage 

.double Od%l 

pD%O / initialize pointer 

.long %0 

ID%O / initialize longword storage 

.long %0 



aD%O I initialize ascii storage 

.ascii %0 

FD%1 I initialize floating point storage 

.float Of%1 

IP%1,%2 I common 

.comm 

Ic%1 I integer constant 

move(%1,d(%0,4),l) 

Ig%1 I address of global 

move(_%1,d(%0,4),l) 

Ii%1 I address of string constant 

move(L%1,d(%0,4),l) 

Cp%1,%2;%4.str==ilook (atoi (%1.str->h_txt)+8) 

move(add(a6,%4,1),a(%0,4),1) 
move(a(%0,4),d(%6,4),1) 

Sp%1,%2;%4.str==ilook(atoi(%1.str->h_txt)+8) 

move(add(a6,%4,1),a(%O,4),1) 
move(a(%0,4),d(%6,4),1) 

Ip%1,%2;%4.str==ilook(atoi(%1.str->h_txt)+8) 

move(add(a6,%4,1),a(%0,4),1) 
move(a(%O,4),d(%6,4),1) 

I address of character parm 

I address of short parm 

I address of long parm 

Cl%1,%2;%4.str==ilook(-atoi(%2.str->h_txt)-atoi(%1.str->h_txt» 

move(add(a6,%4,1),a(%0,4),1) 
move(a(%O,4),d(%6,4),1) 
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Sl%1,%2;%4.str==ilook(-atoi(%2.str->h_txt)-atoi(%1.str->h_txt)) 

move(add(a6,%4,1),a(%O,4),1) 
move(a(%O,4),d(%6,4),1) 

Il%1,%2;%4.str==ilook(-atoi (%2.str->h_txt)-atoi (%l.str ->h_txt)) 

move(add(a6,%4,1),a(%O,4),1) 
move(a(%O,4),d(%6,4),1) 

If %1 / address of function 

move(_%1,d(%O,4),1) 

C@%l / indirect loads 

move(d(%1,4),a(%2,4),1) 
move(m(a(%2,4),1),d(%O,4),b) 
move(cvt(d(%O,4),b,1),d(%O,4),1) 

S@%1 

move(d(%1,4),a(%2,4),1) 
move(m(a(%2,4),2),d(%O,4),w) 
move(cvt(d(%O,4),w,1),d(%O,4),1) 

I@%l 

move(d(%1,4),a(%2,4),1) 
move(m(a(%2,4),4),d(%O,4),1) 

C.%1,%2,%3 / store value at address 

move(d(%1,4),a(%4,4),1) 
move(d(%2,4),m(a(%4,4),1),b) 

S.%1,%2,%3 

move(d(%1,4),a(%4,4),1) 
move(d(%2,4),m(a(%4,4),2),w) 

L%1,%2,%3 

move(d(%1,4),a(%4,4),1) 
move(d(~2,4),m(a(%4,4),4),1) 
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1; %1 / discard result of function 

move(d(%1,4),devnullx,1) 

I+%1, %2 / integer addition 

move(d(%1,4),d(%O,4),1) 
move(add(d(%O,4),d(%2,4),1),d(%O,4),1) 

1-%1,%2,%3 / integer subtraction 

move(d(%1,4),d(%O,4),1) 
move(sub(d(%O,4),d(%2,4),1),d(%O,4),1) 

P-%1,%2,%3 / ptr - ptr 

move(d(%1,4),d(%O,4),1) 
move(sub(d(%O,4),d(%2,4),1),d(%O,4),1) 
move(idiv(d(%O,4),%3,1),d(%O,4),1) 

1*%1,%2 / integer multiply 

move(d(%1,4),d(%O,4),1) 
move(mul(d(%O,4),d(%2,4),1),d(%O,4),1) 

1/%1, %2 / integer divide 

move(d(%1,4),d(%O,4),1) 
move(div(d(%O,4),d(%2,4),1),d(%O,4),1) 

i/%1, %2 / unsigned divide 

move(d(%1,4),d(%O,4),1) 
move(udiv(d(%O,4),d(%2,4),1),d(%O,4),1) 

1%%1, %2 / signed mod 

move(d(%1,4),d(%O,4),1) 
move(div(d(%O,4),d(%2,4),1),d(%O,4),1) 
move(mul(d(%O,4),d(%2,4),1),d(%O,4),1) 
move(d(%1,4),d(%3,4),1) 
move(sub(d(%3,4),d(%O,4),1),d(%3,4),1) 

/ a 
/ a / b 
/ a / b * b 

/ a - a / b * b 
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1%%1, %2 / unsigned mod 

move(d(%1,4),d(%0,4),1) 
move(umod(d(%0,4),d(%2,4),1),d(%0,4),1) 

1&%1,%2 / bitwise and 

move(d(%2,4),d(%0,4),1) 
move(and(d(%1,4),d(%0,4),1),d(%0,4),1) 

1 I %1, %2 / bitwise or 

move(d(%2,4),d(%0,4),1) 
move (or (d (% 1, 4 ) , d (% 0, 4) , 1) , d (%0, 4 ) , 1) 

1"%1,%2 / bitwise xor 

move(d(%2,4),d(%0,4),1) 
move(xor(d(%1,4),d(%0,4),1),d(%0,4),1) 

1m%2, %1 / left shift (signed & unsigned) 

move(d(%2,4),d(%0,4),1) 
move(ash(d(%1,4),d(%0,4),1),d(%0,4),1) 

1n%2, %1 / signed right shift 

move(d(%2,4),d(%0,4),1) 
move(ash(sub(0,d(%1,4),1),d(%0,4),1),d(%0,4),1) 

in%2,%1 / unsigned right shift 

move(d(%2,4),d(%0,4),1) 
move(ursh(sub(0,d(%1,4),1),d(%0,4),1),d(%0,4),1) 

Pa%1,%2,%4 / ptr + int 

move(d(%2,4),d(%0,4),1) 
move(mul(d(%0,4),%4,1),d(%0,4),1) 
move(add(d(%0,4),d(%1,4),1),d(%0,4),1) 
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Pb%1,%2,%4 / ptr - int 

move(d(%2,4),d(%O,4),1) 
move(d(%1,4),d(%3,4),1) 
move(mul(d(%O,4),%4,1),d(%O,4),1) 
move(sub(d(%3,4),d(%O,4),1),d(%3,4),1) 

/ int 
/ ptr 
/ int * size(pointee) 
/ ptr - int * size(pointee) 

I_%1;%2.str=="O" / integer negate 

move(d(%1,4),d(%O,4),1) 
move(sub(%2,d(%O,4),1),d(%O,4),1) 

I-%1 / bitwise complement 

move(d(%1,4),d(%O,4),1) 
move(not(d(%O,4),1),d(%O,4),1) 

/ null type conversions 
It%1,%2; (%2.str=="I"1 1%2.str=="P"II%2.str=="c"1 1%2.str=="s" 1 1\ 

%2.str=="i"l 1%2.str=="1"1 1%2.str=="p"l 1%2.str=="C"1 1\ 
%2.str=="S"1 1%2.str=="L"1 1%2.str==IA") 

move(d(%1,4),d(%O,4),1) 

It%1,%2;%2.str=="D" / convert long to double 

move(cvtld(d(%O,4),d),d(%O,B),d) 

. :%1 / define label 

-L%1 : 

• j%1 / unconditional jump 

jump (true,L%1) 

I=%1,%2,%3 / jump equal 

move(code(d(%1,4),d(%2,4),1),cc(%O),b) 
jump(if(cc(%O),eq,b),L%3) 

1%1, %2, %3 / jump not equal 

move(code(d(%1,4),d(%2,4),1),cc(%O),b) 
jump(if(cc(%O),ne,b),L%3) 
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i<%1,%2,%3 / jump less than unsigned 

move(code(d(%1,4),d(%2,4),1),cc(%O),b) 
jump(if(cc(%O),ltu,b),L%3) 

I<%1,%2,%3 / jump less than signed 

move(code(d(%1,4),d(%2,4),1),cc(%O),b) 
jump(if(cc(%O),lts,b),L%3) 

1[%1,%2,%3 / jump less than unsigned 

move(code(d(%1,4),d(%2,4),1),cc(%O),b) 
jump(if(cc(%O),leu,b),L%3) 

I[%1,%2,%3 / jump less than signed 

move(code(d(%1,4),d(%2,4),1),cc(%O),b) 
jump(if(cc(%O),les,b),L%3) 

i>%1,%2,%3 / jump greater than unsigned 

move(code(d(%1,4),d(%2,4),1),cc(%O),b) 
jump(if(cc(%O),gtu,b),L%3) 

I>%1,%2,%3 / jump greater than signed 

move(code(d(%1,4),d(%2,4),1),cc(%O),b) 
jump(if(cc(%O),gts,b),L%3) 

i)%1,%2,%3 / jump greater than or equal unsigned 

move(code(d(%1,4),d(%2,4),1),cc(%O),b) 
jump(if(cc(%O),geu,b),L%3) 

I)%1,%2,%3 / jump greater than or equal signed 

move(code(d(%1,4),d(%2,4),1),cc(%O),b) 
jump(if(cc(%O),ges,b),L%3) 

I,%1,%2 

move(d(%1,4),a(%3,4),1) 
move(a(%3,4),m(push(sp),4),1) 

/ integer function arg 
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p)%1,%2 / call pointer-valued function 

move(d(%1,4),a(%2,4),1) 
move(call(a(%2,4),%4),d(%3,4),1);%4.str=="1" 

I) %1, %2 / call int-valued function 

move(d(%1,4),a(%2,4),1) 
move(call(a(%2,4),%2),d(%3,4),1) 

.r%1 

-jra LE%1 

1S%1 

move(devnully,d(%O,4),1) 

.S%1 

move(devnully,cc(%O),b) 

1R%1, %2, %3 

move(d(%1,4),d(%O,4),1) 
ret(d(%O,4),%2) 

/ return from function 

/ seek 

/ unoptimizable source 

/ seek condition code 

/ return a value 

/ %2 is function label 
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